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ABSTRACT
Propellers generate unsteady forces and moments when operating in flowfields
containing spatial and temporal variation. Time-accurate simulation of propeller unsteady forces
using a viscous flow solver requires an expensive, full-wheel, dynamic grid of the rotating
geometry. These computational costs can be reduced by modeling the propeller unsteady force
response using a volumetric body force representation of the propeller. Existing body force
models are only quasi-steady, defining propeller powering using open-water operating curves.
Other methods specify the unsteady body force by linking to separate lifting-surface simulations
of the propeller, which are expensive. Therefore, integrating a propeller unsteady-body-force
model with a viscous flow solver can simplify gridding and reduce computational costs for
maneuvering and sea-keeping simulations of ships and submarines, which are characterized by
propeller inflow variations.
This work calibrates an unsteady, sharp-edged gust response model for low-aspect ratio
blades in sheared flow, typical of turbomachinery applications. The gust-response model is
integrated with an existing, steady, body-force representation of a propeller in a viscous flow
solver. The resulting unsteady-body-force model is validated against geometrically-resolved,
unsteady simulations of a propeller in spatially-varying flow. The unsteady-body-force model
correctly predicts propeller unsteady force and moment directionality based on inflow harmonic
content. The magnitude and phase of forces and moments generated by the unsteady-body-force
model compare well with geometrically-resolved, unsteady simulations, and match published
results from unsteady lifting-surface codes. The unsteady-body-force model reduces
computational costs and grid size by 44% relative to the geometrically-resolved, unsteady
simulation. The current work yields a 50% improvement in accuracy over gust-response models
for infinite wings, and eliminates effective wake calculations required by lifting-surface codes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
While increasingly common, time-accurate CFD simulations of maneuvering, propelled
bodies, such as submarines and surface ships, are still computationally expensive. This is
particularly true if the complex, rotating, propulsor geometry is resolved in the computational
grid. Gridding the rotating propulsor in a maneuvering body simulation will resolve unsteady
forces and moments resulting from:
•

appendage wakes in the inflow to the propulsor,

•

changes in inflow due to maneuvers, or

•

changes in the rotational speed of the propulsor.

Dynamic, overset, grid methods make meshing the propulsor less daunting, but do not reduce grid
size. Therefore, representing the propeller as a steady, volumetric body-force, a source term in
the Navier-Stokes equations, has evolved a practical method of reducing grid complexity and size
in CFD simulations. Integration of a propeller unsteady-body-force model with a viscous flow
solver could improve the fidelity of maneuvering body simulations, by modeling the unsteady
propeller response to inflow variations, while reducing grid complexity.
However, a CFD unsteady-body-force model for marine propellers does not exist.
Current propeller body-force models are either based on unsteady lifting-surface codes or are
quasi-steady. The unsteady lifting-surface models run in parallel with unsteady CFD simulations,
providing propeller unsteady forces and moments to the viscous flow solver [1]. Lifting-surface
models require iterative feedback with a CFD solver to determine the appropriate inflow
boundary condition at every time-step, which is costly. Quasi-steady body-force models define
propeller powering based on open-water operating curves, as a function of propeller advance
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ratio, JP [2]. Quasi-steady body-force models are efficient, but do not resolve the individual blade
response from inflow distortions. An efficient, unsteady-body-force model that predicts propeller
unsteady forces and moments resulting from inflow distortions is needed.
The current work delivers a non-iterative, time-domain, propeller unsteady-body-force
model and integrates it with an existing CFD solver. The unsteady-body-force model is rooted in
thin-airfoil theory, but is adapted for low aspect-ratio propeller blades using a CFD simulation.
Test cases for the unsteady-body-force model are formulated using inflow boundary conditions
containing different harmonics of axial velocity. Unsteady forces and moments from the
calibrated body-force model are shown to compare well with unsteady CFD simulations of an
equivalent, geometrically-resolved, propeller requiring twice the processing time and mesh size.
Furthermore, forces and moments from the current work are equivalent to published results from
a lifting-surface code.

Overview of the Thesis
The Background, Chapter 2, details the frequency- and time-domain theories of unsteady
lift, and shows their equivalence through transformation. Different unsteady lift responses result
from different drivers: airfoil motion (or an instantaneous change in incidence angle), and
entrance into sharp-edged gusts. The different unsteady lift responses are laid out, and recent
CFD studies used to determine the unsteady lift response are reviewed. Then, reduced order and
higher-order body-force models are reviewed, and an argument for a reduced order model,
calibrated using CFD, is presented. Finally, the features of the unsteady-body-force model, and
the process for validating the body-force model, are presented.
Chapter 3 presents the time-domain model employed in this work. The lift resulting from
entrance into a sharp-edged gust is derived by convolution of the circulatory and non-circulatory
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lift response resulting from an instantaneous change in lift. The numerical treatment of finite
span effects, which is critical to this work, is addressed.
Chapter 4 reviews the CFD solver employed, and the details of all simulations. Grids for
the geometrically-resolved propeller, the body-force model, and the blade lift response simulation
are described. Modifications to the CFD solver are discussed, and the unsteady-body-force
model, prop_ur, is described.
Results from the geometrically-resolved CFD simulations and the unsteady-body-force
model are covered in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. Propeller integrated forces and moments for
the body-force model and geometrically-resolved simulations are compared. Flowfields and
unsteady lift are compared along the blade span. Discrepancies between the unsteady-body-force
model and the geometrically-resolved simulations are discussed and ideas for improving the
fidelity of the unsteady-body-force model are described. Chapter 7 presents the conclusions and
recommendations for further work. The most pertinent source codes for this work are provided in
Appendices.

Chapter 2

Background
This Chapter reviews the theories and previous work used to produce the propeller
unsteady-body-force model in this Thesis. Unlike a CFD solver, the unsteady-body-force model
in this work does not directly solve any fluid dynamic equations of motion. The unsteady-bodyforce model simply provides a time-varying source term for solution of the flow equations in the
propeller volume. The unsteady-body-force is a reduced order model of the unsteady force
resulting from a change in the velocity, or effective gust, at the leading edge of the propeller
blades. The unsteady lift response model for each propeller blade will draw on the unsteady,
thin-airfoil theory of Küssner, modified to include the finite span effects of Jones. The work of
Theodorsen, Wagner, and others will be reviewed for completeness.
Two experimental studies on propeller unsteady forces will be reviewed. The work of
Boswell and Miller, and more recently, Jessup will be described. These experimental studies
form the basis for the geometrically-resolved unsteady CFD simulations used as a benchmark for
the propeller unsteady-body-force model.
Existing unsteady propeller analysis codes, PUF and UFAM, will be reviewed. The
effective wake will be reviewed from the perspective of naval architecture, along with its
implications for the unsteady-body-force model of this work.
An existing quasi-steady body-force model will be used as a framework for implementing
the unsteady model of this work. The existing work of Dreyer, Boger, and others will be
summarized.

5
Unsteady Thin-Airfoil Theories

Frequency-Domain Unsteady Lift Theories
The literature divides unsteady lift theories according to the driver of the unsteadiness.
The causes of unsteady lift are unsteady airfoil motion, or unsteady gusts, and gradual entrance
into a gust field. This section reviews the frequency-domain theories of unsteady lift resulting
from each driver. The unsteady lift response for each driver is different. Therefore prediction of
unsteady lift requires that the correct driver is identified and its effects segregated when multiple
drivers are present.

Lift Response due to Unsteady Airfoil Motion
Theodorsen formulated the first accepted theory of general airfoil motion [4]. Solving for
the unsteady loads on an infinitely thin, flat, airfoil undergoing infinitely small harmonic
oscillation in an incompressible, inviscid fluid, Theodorsen delineated the role of circulatory and
non-circulatory contributions to airfoil unsteady lift.
Theodorsen tackled the unsteady lift problem by expressing the spatial and timevariations in the downwash, or relative vertical velocity, in terms of the “bound” vorticity of the
airfoil and the convective vorticity present in the airfoil wake. Bisplinghoff [3] provides a
detailed mathematical derivation of the solution for unsteady airloads resulting from general
motion of the airfoil. The salient points are reviewed briefly here. The starting point for
Theodorsen’s problem expresses the spatial and time variation of the downwash as

1
dow nw ash ( x , t ) =
2π

+b

γ bound ( x , t )

∫ (x − x )

−b

0

1
dx +
2π

∞

γ w ake ( x , t )

∫ (x − x )

+b

0

dx ,

(2.1)
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where c is the chord length of the airfoil. Equation 2.1 is subject to the requirement that the total,
time rate-of-change of vorticity, or circulation, associated with the airfoil is balanced by the time
rate-of-change of vorticity in the downstream wake. This is expressed by,

V ⋅ γ wake ( + b , t ) = −

d Γ (t )
, and
dt

(2.2)

+b

Γ (t ) =

∫γ

bound

( x , t ) dx ,

(2.3)

−b

where Γ is the time-dependent, “bound”, circulation associated with the airfoil representation.
The wake, therefore, contains a time-history of the unsteady lift of the airfoil. A small angle
assumption permits the vorticity in the wake to convect downstream at freestream velocity, V.
Equation 2.1 is subject to the Kutta condition at the trailing edge, requiring that the bound
circulation at the trailing edge equal zero, γ bound ( +b, t ) = 0 . This implies continuous, finite,
velocity and pressure at the trailing edge of the airfoil, and ensures zero force in the wake. Figure
2-1 depicts the distributed system of vortices described by Equations 2.2 and 2.3. The unsteady
airfoil theories described in this section solve the same system of equations for different forcing
functions in either the time-domain or the frequency-domain.

V

γ bound ( +b, t ) = 0

γ bound

γ wake

c
b

x=∞

Figure 2-1: Theodorsen’s representation of the airfoil bound vorticity and its shed wake.
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General airfoil motions are described by plunging,

h , pitching, α , and changes in pitch

rate about a rotational axis offset from mid-chord, aα . Non-circulatory, or apparent-mass,
forces result from acceleration of the fluid near the airfoil, without affecting the circulation of the
airfoil. Theodorsen expresses the non-circulatory lift, CLNC , as,

CLNC =

π b 
 h + V α − baα  ,
2 

(2.4)

V

where b is the semi-chord of the airfoil.
Applying the Kutta condition and conserving circulation over the domain yields the
circulatory lift for the airfoil. Unsteady airfoil loads resulting from the circulatory portion of the
lift, CLC , are given as

 h
1
 α 
CLC = 2π  + α + b  − a   ⋅ C ( k ) .
2
V 
V

(2.5)

The term C ( k ) is Theodorsen’s function resulting from solution of the vorticity in the wake and
on the airfoil. C ( k ) is the magnitude reduction and phase lag in circulatory lift resulting from
airfoil motion,

h , or an instantaneous change in flow incidence, α.

Leishmann [5] decomposes

Theodorsen’s function into Bessel functions of the first and second kinds, Jv and Yv, as given
below.

C ( k ) = F ( k ) + iG ( k )

F (k ) =

(2.6)

J1 ( J1 + Y0 ) + Y1 (Y1 − J 0 )

G (k ) = −

2

( J1 + Y0 ) + ( J 0 − Y1 )

2

Y1Y0 + J1 J 0
2

( J1 + Y0 ) + ( J 0 − Y1 )

2

(2.7)

(2.8)
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The argument, k, is the reduced frequency of the airfoil motion. The reduced frequency relates
the oscillatory frequency of motion, ω = 2π f , semi-chord of the airfoil, b, and freestream
velocity, V, in non-dimensional form,

k=

ωb
V

=

πc
.
λ

(2.9)

The reduced frequency gauges the unsteadiness of the flow. A reduced frequency of 0 indicates
steady flow. Leishmann [5] considers reduced frequencies up to 0.05 as quasi-steady, but
unsteady effects must be included for k > 0.05. Figure 2-2 plots Theodorsen’s function, defining
the phase lag, ϕ, and the normalized lift amplitude, C ( k ) .

Theodorsen's Lift Deficiency Function
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Figure 2-2: Magnitude and phase response of Theodorsen’s lift deficiency function.
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Equations 2.4 and 2.5 can be used to describe a variety of unsteady lift phenomena
resulting from airfoil motions. Theodorsen’s lift description is easily applied to the time-domain
provided that the airfoil motion is harmonic in one frequency. Bisplinghoff [3] expresses doubts
about whether the Kutta condition or the linear assumptions of the problem hold above k = 0.4.
iωt
Bisplinghoff notes that experiments focused on “pure” pitching, α = α ⋅ e , and “pure” plunging,

h = iωh ⋅ eiωt , have only been validated experimentally to k = 0.6. However, Smith [6] indicates that

Theodorsen’s theory may hold up to k = 2 for vortices with small vertical displacement from the
airfoil trailing edge, and with correction for finite span effects. Smith’s experiments show a
difference in the unsteady moment about the airfoil ¼ chord, implying a movement in the airfoil
center of pressure with fluctuations in pitch, violating Theodorsen’s assumptions.

Lift Response due to Entrance into a Sinusoidal Gust
Von Karman and Sears [7, 8] calculated the lift resulting from a thin-airfoil encountering
a sinusoidal gust of reduced frequency, kg. They assume a gust traveling at freestream velocity,
V, whose amplitude and phase are not altered by the presence of the airfoil. Equation 2.10
defines the sinusoidal gust, wg, referenced to the leading edge as

wg = W ⋅ sin (ω g t ) ,

(2.10)

where ωg is the rotational frequency of the gust, and W is the amplitude of the gust. Just like
Theodorsen, Von Karman and Sears ensure that the rate of accumulated airfoil circulation
resulting from the gust encounter is shed to the wake at the same rate, and in opposite magnitude.
Theodorsen’s problem and Sears problem are compared schematically in Figure 2-3.
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h
CL = 2π ⋅ C ( k )
V

(a) Theodorsen
V

h = iω ⋅ heiωt
(b) Sears
V

wg = W ⋅ sin (ω g t )
+

CL = 2π

wg
V

⋅e

iω g t

⋅ S ( kg )

-

c
Figure 2-3: Comparison of the Theodorsen (a) and Sears (b) unsteady lift solutions resulting
from unsteady airfoil motion and interaction with a sinusoidal gust, respectively. The unsteady
lift acts at the ¼ chord in both cases.
Sears gives the lift, phase-referenced to the mid-chord of the airfoil, as

CL = 2π

W iωg t
 J 0 ( k g ) − iJ1 ( k g )  C ( k g ) + iJ1 ( k g )
e


V

Sears Function, S ( k g )

{

}

,

(2.11)

where the terms inside the braces are Sears function, S(kg). The literature generally expresses the
unsteady lift resulting from an encounter with a sinusoidal gust referenced to the leading edge of
the airfoil. Giesing [9] shows this is equivalent to a frequency-dependent phase shift such that,

ℜS LE ( k g ) = ℜS cos ( k g ) + ℑS sin ( k g )
ℑS LE ( k g ) = −ℜS sin ( k g ) + ℑS cos ( k g )

.

(2.12)

Figure 2-4 shows Sears function, referenced to the airfoil leading edge. At kg = ∞, the
unsteady lift magnitude is 0, and the phase angle is 45o. In contrast, at k = ∞, Theodorsen’s
function limits the lift deficiency to half the steady value. Similar to Theodorsen, Sears shows
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that the unsteady lift always acts through the quarter chord. Both Sears and Theodorsen’s work
can be extended to gusts of arbitrary frequency content using Fourier decomposition.
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Figure 2-4: Sears lift deficiency function referenced to the airfoil leading edge.

Extension and Application of Frequency-Domain Unsteady Lift Models
Many researchers have extended the work of Theodorsen, Von Karman, and Sears.
Drischler [10] calculated frequency-domain and time-domain response of airfoils encountering
sinusoidal gusts and unsteady motion for a wide range of aspect-ratios and Mach numbers.
Horlock [11] extended Sears work to include unsteady lift effects resulting from
combinations of harmonic chordwise and transverse gusts. Naumann and Yeh [12] accounted for
the effects of camber for airfoils encountering travelling gusts. Henderson and Horlock [13]
quantified the unsteady lift on airfoil cascades at low reduced frequencies in sinusoidal gusts.
Goldstein and Atassi [14] and Atassi [15] expanded Sears work to include the effects of gust
distortion near the leading edge and, later, the sinusoidal gust response resulting from the
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combined effects of thickness, camber, and non-zero incidence angle. With the possible
exception of the work of Goldstein and Atassi, where a family of geometric and flow-dependent
lift response curves are generated, the other works result in relatively small perturbations to Sears
theory.
Relative to the practical application of Sears theory to the calculation of unsteady lift,
Giesing [9] calculated the spanwise dependence of unsteady lift for a high aspect-ratio wing using
a vortex lattice method. His results showed reasonable agreement with Sears work for the case of
an unskewed, spanwise-uniform gust. However, for cases where notional gust fronts were
skewed relative to the wing leading edge, or where the gusts were not spanwise-uniform, the
unsteady lift magnitude diverged from Sears theory, whose results proved to be conservative.
In the vein of Giesing, Filotas [16] extended Sears theory to include spanwise effects
resulting from an airfoil travelling through a gust inclined to the leading edge. Filotas’ results
showed that any inclination of the gust relative to the airfoil leading edged results in a reduction
of the magnitude of the unsteady lift response. For gusts parallel to the leading edge, Filotas’
results reduced to Sears problem of an airfoil encountering a sinusoidal gust.
Amiet [17] analyzed the applicability of the Kutta condition at high reduced frequencies.
Amiet extended Sears theory to account for wake convection velocities that differ from the
freestream velocity, and shows that the Kutta condition is satisfied for high reduced frequencies,
with zero force in the wake, addressing the question of Bisplinghoff. Amiet also gives a
convenient expression for the pressure difference across a thin airfoil encountering a sinusoidal
gust as

∆p
1− x
iω t
=2
S ( kg ) e g ,
ρVwg
1+ x

(2.13)

where ∆p is the pressure difference across the airfoil, and x is the airfoil coordinate normalized by
the semi-chord, b.
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McCroskey [18] shows that for airfoils with finite thickness, the magnitude of the
unsteady lift given in Equation 2.12 may hold, but the specific pressure distribution given by
Equation 2.13 does not. McCroskey shows that explicit calculation of the unsteady pressure
distribution for an airfoil with finite thickness and camber requires knowledge of the steady
airfoil pressure distribution and blade geometry. McCroskey advocates superposition of
integrated, time-varying lift and time-mean lift components. Therefore, reduced-order body-force
models may be limited in the chordwise representation of unsteady forces even though the
integrated unsteady force components may be accurate. Chordwise distribution of lift is most
important relative to estimation of propeller blade unsteady moments.

Time-Domain Unsteady Lift Theories
Time-domain solutions for unsteady airfoil lift have found wide use in the engineering
community due to their ease of implementation; this feature will prove useful for integration with
a time-accurate CFD solver. Wagner solved for the unsteady lift resulting from an instantaneous
change in incidence angle, and Küssner solved for the unsteady lift response results from entrance
into sharp-edged gust. Wagner’s lift response function is the time-domain analogue of
Theodorsen’s function for unsteady airfoil motion. Küssner’s lift response function is the timedomain analogue of Sears function for an airfoil encountering a sinusoidal gust. Both Wagner’s
and Küssner’s problems are formulated in terms of reduced time, s. The reduced time is defined
in terms of the semi-chord, b, freestream velocity, V, and time, t, as,

s=

V ⋅t
.
b

(2.14)

The reduced time is the distance travelled by the airfoil, measured in semi-chords, after the stepchange in angle-of-attack or gust encounter.
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The lift on an airfoil at a particular time depends on time-history of lift up to that point.
The time-domain solutions of unsteady lift are generalized using Duhamel, or linear,
superposition to calculate the lift of airfoils due to arbitrary motions and gusts. This particular
application has been revived by the work of Leishmann [5]. The form of the linear superposition
integral, expressed in terms of the instantaneous lift coefficient and Küssner’s function, ψ(s), is,

CL g ( s ) =

C Lα
V

s
dwg (σ )


w
0
ψ
s
+
ψ ( s − σ ) dσ 
(
)
(
)
 g
∫
dt
0

,

(2.15)

where wg is the instantaneous gust at reduced time, s, CLα is the steady lift curve slope, and σ is a
dummy variable of integration. Leishmann implements Equation 2.15 in an explicit numerical
scheme for computation of the unsteady lift due to arbitrary gusts. Equation 2.15 forms the basis
for the unsteady lift calculation used in this work, and is detailed in Chapter 3.

Lift Response resulting from a Step-Change in Incidence Angle
Leishmann [5] describes Wagner’s problem as indicial. This means that a step-change in
angle of attack, equivalent to a uniform vertical plunge or gust over the entire airfoil, is applied
instantaneously over the entire domain at time s = 0, and the condition held to s = ∞.
Bisplinghoff [3] gives the total unsteady lift due to a step change in angle of attack, in terms of
Theodorsen’s function,

w
πb
CL = 2  h + V α − baα − 2π g
V

C ( k ) iks
e dk ,
ik
−∞



∞

V ∫

α

(2.16)

φ( s)

where lift due to apparent mass is included in the first term. The second term, which is the
circulatory lift response, is defined using the inverse Fourier transform of Theodorsen’s function
– integrated over all reduced frequencies – and the instantaneous gust magnitude. The term in the
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integral of Equation 2.16 is Wagner’s function, φ(s), describing the normalized lift response from
an instantaneous change in incidence angle, from a uniform gust or airfoil heaving motion.
Wagner’s function is often expressed in exponential form for ease of integration,

φ ( s ) ≅ 1 − 0.165e −.0455⋅s − 0.335e −0.3 s .

(2.17)

The exponential approximation to Wagner’s function is plotted in Figure 2-5. Wagner’s
function indicates that the unsteady lift of a flat-plate at the instant of the gust encounter is
infinite, and drops to one-half the steady-state lift for s > 0. Two-thirds of the steady state lift is
achieved after the airfoil travels one chord length, s = 2, and asymptotically approaches the steady
state lift as the airfoil travels along its path. In Wagner’s problem, the airfoil center of pressure
starts at mid-chord and moves instantaneously to the ¼ chord at s > 0.
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Figure 2-5: Wagner’s lift response function for an indicial plunge.
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Drischler [10] shows that Theodorsen’s frequency-domain heaving response and
Wagner’s time-domain incidence angle response are related through Fourier transformation by
∞

C ( k ) ≡ F ( k ) + iG ( k ) = 1 + ik ∫  −0.165e −0.0455 s − 0.335e −0.3 s e − iks ds .

(2.18)

0

Carrying out the integration yields the following approximate expression for Theodorsen’s
function expressed in Wagner’s terms,

0.165
0.335 

.
C ( k ) = 1 + ik  −
−
 0.455 + ik 0.3 + ik 

(2.19)

Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-7 show the magnitude, phase and error when Equation 2.19 is used to
approximate Theodorsen’s function. The magnitude error is less than 2%, and phase error is less
than 13% for a wide range of reduced frequencies.
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Figure 2-6: Estimation of Theodorsen’s function using the exponential approximation to
Wagner’s function.
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Figure 2-7: Error in Theodorsen’s function using the exponential approximation to Wagner’s
function.

Lift Response resulting from Entrance into a Sharp-Edged Gust
Küssner’s problem describes the unsteady lift of a flat plate airfoil entering a stationary
vertical gust field that extends to infinity along the airfoil’s path of travel. Küssner’s problem is
not indicial, like Wagner’s problem. That is, the gust is not applied at all points on the airfoil
instantaneously. Rather, the problem is tackled by bending the the airfoil as it penetrates the gust
starting at s = 0. At s = 2, the incidence angle has effectively changed over the entire airfoil.
Based on this, Von Karman and Sears [8] divide Küssner’s problem into two time regimes. The
first time regime is defined from s = 0, the instant the airfoil leading edge encounters the gust, to
s = 2, the instant the gust reaches the trailing edge of the airfoil. Circulatory and apparent mass
forces exist for the duration of the first time regime. In the second time regime, from s > 2 to
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s = ∞, only circulatory forces due to downstream wake interaction persist. The center of pressure
acts at the ¼ chord at all times. Wagner’s problem and Kussner’s problem are compared
schematically in Figure 2-8.

(a) Wagner
s<0

s≥0

CLα = 2π ⋅ α ( s ) ⋅ φ ( s )

V

for all s > 0

wg
(b) Küssner
s<0

s≥0

CLg = 2π

V

wg ( s )
V

⋅ψ ( s )

s= 2

wg

s= 1

Figure 2-8: Comparison of Wagner’s (a) and Küssner’s (b) unsteady lift problems. The effective
airfoil orientation resulting from different gusts is shown by the dashed lines at reduced times, s.

Von Karman and Sears result for the lift response of a flat plate entering a uniform,
stationary gust field is shown in Figure 2-9 along with an exponential approximation to the
Küssner function, ψ(s). Leishmann [5] gives the traditional approximation to the Küssner
function as,

ψ ( s ) ≅ 1 − 0.5e −0.13⋅s − 0.5e −1.0⋅s .

(2.20)

The simplicity of Equation 2.20 facilitates its use in time-domain calculations of airfoil unsteady
lift. However, Equation 2.20 suffers from significant errors at reduced frequencies near kg = 0.3.
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A modified approximation, obtained using a MATLAB® least squares optimization routine, is
proposed in Equation 2.21 as,

ψ ( s ) ≅ 1 − 0.361e −0.103⋅s − 0.425e −0.541⋅s − 0.151e −4.134⋅s

(2.21)

.

When expressed in the time-domain, this approximation to the Küssner function yields an offset
at reduced time s = 0. The methodology in the literature has been to require that the coefficients
sum to one, ensuring a lift response of zero at s = 0. Provided that reduced times of s = 0, are not
encountered in the computational routine, the discrepancy is of no consequence. The
approximation of Equation 2.21 is shown in Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9: The Küssner function, and its exponential approximation.
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The Küssner function is the time-domain analogue of Sears function, and can be
transformed into the frequency-domain to demonstrate their equivalence. Drischler [10], through
inverse Fourier transform, shows that,
∞

S ( k g ) = 1 + ik g ∫ ψ ( s ) − 1 ⋅ e
0

− ik g s

ds

(2.22)
.

Carrying out the integration and adjusting for the phase shift when changing the reference point
to the leading edge, as in Equation 2.12, yields the following approximate expression for Sears
function expressed in Küssner’s terms,


0.361
0.425
0.151 
S ( k g ) = 1 + ik g  −
−
−
 .
 0.103 + ik g 0.541 + ik g 4.134 + ik g 

(2.23)

Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11 show the result of implementing Equation 2.23 as the exponential
approximation to Sears function for 0 < kg < 20. Errors in magnitude and phase are less than 7%
for kg ≤ 10. The number of inflection points in the curve corresponds to the number of
exponential terms employed in the approximation. Relative to optimization of the exponential
function, reducing the reduced frequency range considered will yield approximations with
improved local accuracy.
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Figure 2-10: Equivalence of Sears function and Küssner’s function using the current work’s
exponential approximation.
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Figure 2-11: Error in approximation to Sears function using the current work’s exponential
expression for Küssner’s function.
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Extension of Time-Domain Unsteady Lift Models
The unsteady airfoil theories described to this point consider the airfoil as an infinite,
two-dimensional, section. Jones [19] and Giesing [9] quantified the effects of finite aspect-ratio
on airfoil lift response due to instantaneous movements and entrance into sharp-edged gusts for
elliptically loaded wings. Jones [19] showed that the magnitude and temporal response due to
gusts are reduced by the effects of finite aspect-ratio when compared with airfoils of infinite span.
Figure 2-12 shows the lift response resulting from indicial change in angle-of-attack, CLα, and the
lift resulting from entrance into a sharp-edged gust, CLg, as a function of wing aspect-ratio, A.
Jones [19] also gives a simple method for calculation of the sharp-edged gust response using the
indicial response and aspect-ratio of the wing. This methodology is used for calibration of the
sharp-edged gust response in this work, and is detailed in Chapter 3.

Figure 2-12: Lift response of finite aspect-ratio airfoils resulting from indicial change in
incidence angle (CLα), and entrance into a sharp-edged gust (CLg), expressed as a change in the lift
curve slope with reduced time, s. Plot taken from Jones [19].
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More recently, Quejio [20] developed a closed-form solution for the indicial response of
wings as a function of aspect-ratio, root-to-tip chord ratio, and sweep angle. Quejio’s method
requires knowledge of the wing steady lift-curve slope to scale the results, but is easily
implemented. Quejio’s work yields small perturbations on the work of Jones [19]. Unsteady
lifting-surface calculations by Devinant [21] have substantiated the calculations of Jones and
Quejio for finite aspect-ratio wings.
Miles generalized the work of Wagner and Küssner as part of moving gust theory [5].
Miles describes all unsteady lift problems based on a streamwise gust speed ratio, λ,

λ=

V
,
(V + Vg )

(2.24)

where he quantifies the effect of wakes that convect at speeds other than the freestream velocity.
Miles problem describes the airfoil lift response resulting from a variety of gust speed ratios. His
work shows that a gust speed ratio of zero, where Vg = ∞, yields Wagner’s result, and a gust
speed ratio of one, Vg = 0, yields Küssner’s result. Miles work also characterized the lift response
of airfoils encountering upstream moving gusts, -Vg, which may be useful in reduced order
models of submarine crashback maneuvers. Leishmann [22] gives a method for calculation of the
unsteady lift resulting from sharp-edged gusts travelling at arbitrary speed.

Application of CFD to Airfoil Unsteady Lift Models
RANS CFD and Euler codes have been implemented by several investigators to study
Wagner’s and Küssner’s problems, and to improve the accuracy of unsteady aerodynamic models
relative to specific wing geometries and flow conditions. Parameswaran and Baeder [23]
modified an Euler CFD code to calculate the indicial lift response of a two-dimensional airfoil to
a step change in angle of attack. Termed the field velocity approach in literature, Parameswaran
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instantaneously imposed a uniform velocity, acting normal to the airfoil surface, to all cells in the
computational mesh, replicating the flow conditions that generate the indicial lift response.
Parameswaran showed that the results of Wagner were reproduced and ran further simulations to
include compressibility effects. Singh and Baeder [24] used the field velocity approach to
document the effects of finite span and compressibility on wing indicial response in spanwiseuniform flow. Singh and Baeder’s CFD results for incompressible flow validated the work of
Jones [19]. Leishmann extended the field velocity approach to include spatial marching so that
the lift on an airfoil due to entrance into a sharp-edged gust field could be determined using CFD
[25]. Leishmann’s [25] CFD results for subsonic flow cases agree with the linear theory results
of Drischler [10].
The field-velocity approach has been used by a number of researchers to calibrate indicial
lift models for isolated blades in uniform flow. Kim, Lee, Marzocca, and Librescu [26] used an
unsteady Euler code to determine the linear and non-linear indicial response of an infinite aspectratio airfoil, and assessed the ability of indicial models to predict airfoil aeroelastic responses in
the subsonic, sonic, and transonic flow regimes. Kim [26] demonstrated the agreement of
incompressible indicial functions with Euler code results, and shows that airfoil gust response
collapses on terminal angle of attack for subsonic flow. The latter conclusion reinforces the
stance of McCroskey [18] regarding the superposition of steady and unsteady force components
for operating conditions below stall. Zaide and Raveh [27] used regressive moving average
models, calibrated using Euler code results, to define lift response due to entrance into a sharpedged gust and step-changes in incidence angle over a range of Mach numbers and airfoil
thicknesses. Zaide’s results [27] show that the indicial response of airfoils at low Mach number
is invariant to variations in airfoil thickness between 4% and 12%.
The available literature shows that CFD can be used to reliably calculate the indicial lift
and lift response resulting from entrance into a sharp-edged gust. However, to the author’s
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knowledge, the literature contains no records where RANS has been used to calculate the indicial
response of finite aspect-ratio wings in spanwise-sheared flow. A sheared inflow condition is
required to replicate the relative velocity profile seen by rotating blades in axial flow
turbomachines. The indicial lift response for a wing of aspect-ratio one, in sheared flow, will be
calculated as part of this thesis.

Experimental Measurement of Propeller Unsteady Forces
In this work, unsteady CFD simulations of a propeller operating in various non-uniform
inflows will be used as a benchmark for the unsteady-body-force model. The CFD simulations
are designed as idealized versions of landmark experiments by several researchers. To this end,
the experiments of Boswell, Miller, and Jessup will be reviewed here.
Boswell and Miller [28] were the first researchers to properly obtain dynamic
measurements of propeller unsteady forces resulting from non-uniform axial inflow, correlate the
measurements to the inflow boundary condition, and make comparisons with the unsteady airfoil
lift theories of the time. Boswell and Miller measured the unsteady forces and moments of
propellers in varying inflow harmonic content, advance ratio, and propeller blade area. The
propellers were tested in a water tunnel experiment where mesh-screens were used to generate
circumferential variation in the inflow axial velocity, with the goal of producing an inflow profile
that was harmonic in a single frequency. The amplitude of the inflow harmonic variation was
nominally 20% of the mean inflow velocity near the tips of the propellers; the amplitude
decreased toward the hubs of the propellers. Large amplitude harmonic variations were required
to produce measureable unsteady forces. Figure 2-13 shows the three-cycle and four-cycle
screens and propellers employed in the experiments.
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Figure 22-133: W
Wake
ake screens and propellers tested by Boswell and Miller
Miller. Three
Three--cycle
cycle and four
fourcycle wake screens are shown. Propellers from top, moving left to right, are P4132, P4118,
P4143, and P4133. Photo ttaken
aken from Boswell and Miller [28].
[28]
From the work of many researchers before them
them,, Boswell and Miller knew that the unsteady
propeller thrust and torque result
resulted
ed from inflow harmonic multiples ooff blade number. Propeller
unsteady side for
forces
ces and bending moments result
resulted
ed from wake harmonics which were multip
multiples
les
of blade number ± one. The tests of Boswell and Miller confirmed these results [28].
[28]. In
comparing multiple computational methods with experimental results, Boswell and Miller found
that the unsteady lifting
lifting--surface
surface
surface,, or vortex lattice, methods availab
available
le at the time most accurately
predicted unsteady forces and moments over the range of tested conditions.
More recently, Jessup [29] repeated the measurements of Boswell and Miller with higher
fidelity wake inflow measurements for propellers P4132 and P
P4119.
4119. Propeller P4119 is a double
doublethickness version of P4118, used in Boswell and Miller’s experiments, and will be used as the
benchmark propeller for the computational model presented in this thesis. Jessup [29] measured
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unsteady thrust and torque resulting from three-, six-, nine-, and twelve-cycle wakes, interacting
with these three-bladed propellers. Again, axial wake harmonic amplitudes were roughly 20% of
the mean inflow velocity, to improve the resolution of thrust and torque measurements. The
wake shapes shown in Figure 2-14 emphasize that the inflow profiles were not harmonic in one
frequency. Jessup obtained detailed LDV measurements of the wake decay upstream of the
propeller to the propeller face, and measured the axial velocity variation that occurs between
propeller blades. Using a lifting-surface code, PUF-2, Jessup characterized the effective wake
ingested by the propeller. Comparison between experimental results and predictions from PUF-2
showed that the blade-rate unsteady thrust and torque were generally over-predicted by 20%.
Computations by Fuhs [30], using various versions of the PUF code, demonstrate a similar trend
for the case of P4119 operating in a three-cycle inflow. A more detailed discussion of PUF
follows in the next section.

Figure 2-14: Three-, six-, nine-, and twelve-cycle azimuthal wake profiles measured by Jessup
[29]. From top to bottom, r/RP = 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3.

Codes for Calculation of Propeller Unsteady Forces
Several mature computational methods exist for the calculation of propeller unsteady
forces. The most advanced, and accurate, method for computation of propeller unsteady forces
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and moments is offered by unsteady RANS solvers, as shown by Chen [31]. Chen used an
unsteady RANS code to compute the unsteady flow field for two of Boswell’s propellers in
temporally (P4119) and spatially (P4132) varying flow, obtaining favorable agreement with
Jessup’s experiments [29]. The most prominent method for calculation of propeller unsteady
forces in the naval architecture community is the lifting-surface, or vortex lattice, approach
advanced in the PUF codes by MIT [27, 28]. A lower order, frequency-domain method, called
UFAM, which is a spanwise application of Sears theory along a blade, is used by ARL Penn State
for rapid, relative, comparison of unsteady forces and moments of propeller design alternatives.
A time-domain methodology, analogous to UFAM, will be used for the reduced order propeller
unsteady-body-force model of this work. This section reviews the PUF and UFAM codes,
comparing the relative advantages of each.

MIT PUF: Lifting-Surface Theory
MIT’s Propeller Unsteady Forces code [1] calculates the time-varying forces on the
propeller blades in generic inflow using a lifting-surface method. In its various incarnations, PUF
solves Laplace’s equation for the velocity potential on the blade and in the wake. PUF assumes
an incompressible, irrotational flow upstream and downstream of the propeller. Conservation of
circulation between the blade and its wake is enforced, alongwith the Kutta condition, as required
by Theodorsen, at the trailing edge of each blade. The wake vorticity is forced to align with the
blade wakes. To represent the effect of the propeller geometry on the flow, a distributed grid of
vortices is employed; this portion of the flowfield is not irrotational. Potential flow sources are
distributed over the blade geometry to represent the discontinuity in normal velocity that exists
across the blade camber surface, and to approximate blade thickness. Tangential velocity
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discontinuities across the blade are represented by a vortex distribution on the blade surface. The
blade and wake vortex distribution is shown in Figure 2-15.
PUF models a transition wake, near the blade, and an ultimate wake, far downstream.
The transition wake is an extension of the blade vortex grid, shown in Figure 2-15. Consolidation
of trailing, streamwise, vortices occurs in transition wake, and decay of the shed, spanwise,
vorticity is modeled moving downstream. The user-specified length of the transition wake must
extend at least one propeller radius downstream of the trailing edge to ensure computational
accuracy. The ultimate, or downstream, wake models the influence of the wake at points “far”
downstream of the propeller. The ultimate wake conserves the circulation of the trailing vorticity
in the transition wake.

Figure 2-15: Blade vortex-lattice representation employed in PUF-14. The transition wake
model is shown with fine grid spacing. This figure taken from Renick [1].
PUF determines the induced velocity at every defined control point by solving simultaneously for
the blade vorticity and the wake vorticity, subject to conservation of circulation in closed loops.
By solving for the induced velocity field, pressures, unsteady forces and moments on the blades
are calculated as a post-processing operation to the solution process.
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UFAM: Spanwise Application of Sears Theory
ARL-Penn State employs the code Unsteady Forces and Moments for frequency-domain
calculation of airfoil unsteady forces and moments resulting from entrance of a blade into a
sinusoidal gust. The code and its details are documented in references [32] and [33]. UFAM is a
spanwise implementation of Sears theory applied over individual propeller blades. UFAM
separates the relative flow at the blade leading edge into its circumferential mean and fluctuating
components. In the frame of each blade strip, UFAM calculates the unsteady lift based on
Fourier decomposition of the chord-normal component of the fluctuating, relative flow. The
fluctuating chordwise component of the relative velocity is disregarded in calculations.
Summation of the phase-adjusted lift, for blades with leading-edge rake or skew, at each radial
strip yields the total unsteady lift for each blade. The propeller unsteady thrust, torque, and
transverse forces and moments are resolved based on the stagger angle of each blade section.
Several points should be made concerning ARL-Penn State’s implementation of Sears
theory in UFAM.
•

UFAM is a reduced order model of blade unsteady forces, and is not a flow solver. There
is no interaction between the calculated unsteady lift and the flowfield, as in PUF.

•

Each radial section of a propeller blade is treated independently; there is no provision for
the influence of adjacent blade sections on each other, as in lifting-surface codes, as noted
by Giesing [9], and Boswell and Miller [28].

•

UFAM makes no provision for cascade effects; each blade, and blade section, is treated
as an isolated airfoil. Lifting-surface codes, such as PUF, include the influence of
adjacent blades through calculation of the induced velocity caused neighboring blades.

•

UFAM treats each blade section as a flat-plate airfoil. There is no incidence correction to
account for cambered blades. This affects the magnitude of the vertical component of the
relative velocity at the leading edge of the blade.

•

UFAM does not account for the effects of finite aspect-ratio blades. Lifting-surface
codes such as PUF include the interaction of the tip vortex with the mean flow, and its
impact on blade lift based downwash calculations.
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•

Sears theory assumes that the wake convects parallel to the relative velocity at the trailing
edge of the blade; though this may not be the case. Estimation of wake trajectories
remains an ongoing area of research for codes such as PUF.
Boswell and Miller [28] emphasize some of the points above in their landmark work on

propeller unsteady forces and moments. Several computational methods were employed in
Boswell and Miller’s work to predict unsteady blade loads: quasi-steady theory, two-dimensional
unsteady methods - analogous to the UFAM application of Sears theory, and unsteady liftingsurface code - a precursor to PUF. Sears theory, as implemented by Boswell and Miller, yields a
factor of 2 offset in the calculated unsteady forces and moments relative to experimental
measurements. Despite this, UFAM is a good relative comparator for the unsteady loads between
different propeller designs, and requires minimal computational overhead.

The Problem of the Effective Wake
The determination of propeller performance requires that the engineer establish the
appropriate inflow boundary condition to the system. The standard practice in the naval
architecture community has been to devise an effective wake as a boundary condition for
propeller calculations. The effective wake is a derived quantity consisting of the flow just
upstream of the propeller plane, termed the total wake, minus local variations caused by the
propeller blades, termed the induced wake. The effective wake is used to define the propeller’s
speed of advance, VA, through the fluid, which differs from the ship reference velocity, V, by
David W. Taylor’s wake fraction, wf [34],

VA

V

= (1 − w f )

.

(2.25)

Taylor calculated the effective wake of a propeller operating in a non-uniform inflow
using computational methods and compared his results with experimental measurements [35].
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Figure 2-16 shows the calculated, induced velocity, and the measured, total velocity from
Taylor’s work. Figure 2-16 also shows the total wake, effective wake, and nominal wake from
Taylor’s work. Far upstream of the propeller, beyond its zone of influence, the effective and
nominal wakes are identical. PUF relies on estimation of the effective wake and induced velocity
in its calculations.
Effective Wake
(Total Wake – Induced Velocity)
Total Wake
(with propeller)

Total Velocity,
measured
Induced Velocity,
calculated

Nominal Wake
(without propeller)

Figure 2-16: Plots showing the total velocity and induced velocity (left), and the nominal,
effective and total wakes (right), taken from Taylor [35].
Prediction of the effective wake has been the subject of numerous studies. Huang [36]
employed an inviscid method, reduced to simple algebraic terms to predict the effective wakes of
several propelled model bodies, but his method requires iteration on the induced velocity to yield
a solution. Stern, in several works, incorporated a propeller body-force as a source term in a CFD
solver to calculate the propeller-hull interaction - in terms of the nominal, effective, and total
velocities – and provide comparisons with experimental works in axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric flow [37], [38], [39]. Using a body-force determined by a lifting-surface code,
Stern shows that iteration is required to converge on an effective velocity [39]. Further, Stern
showed that differences in the effective velocity arise between the inviscid method of Huang and
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viscous computations, particularly near the propeller tip [38]. Stern demonstrated the differences
in using the nominal and effective flow as input to unsteady-body-force calculations, but he
makes no recommendation on which should be used for unsteady force calculations [39]. Stern
concluded that the use of the “artificial” effective wake as an input boundary condition will
become obsolete as RANS becomes integrated with propeller design [39].

The Problems with PUF
In Jessup’s experimental work [29], the induced velocity was calculated using the liftingsurface code, PUF, and “measured”, using LDV, in the water tunnel experiments described
previously. The lifting-surface code, PUF, was used to calculate an effective velocity field, and
to calculate the propeller unsteady thrust and torque. Jessup concludes that using the effective
wake in PUF calculations results in under-prediction of propulsor unsteady forces and moments.
Jessup [29] also notes that the usefulness of the effective wake is “limited to the observation that
the propeller has some effect on the incoming wake harmonic structure.”
Echoing Jessup, Kerwin [40] indicates that the effective wake presents a problem to the
propulsor designer. In Kerwin’s view, propeller designers iterate on their blade designs based on
the interaction of the propeller with the upstream inflow, using the fictitious, effective wake as a
boundary condition. Kerwin describes a design methodology to deal with the propulsor-hull
interaction design problem by coupling a RANS solution for the hull-flow with propeller bodyforces generated using an inviscid propeller design code, PUF (or its steady counterpart, Propeller
Blade Design) in an iterative process. But, in the context of Kerwin’s argument, this only shifts
the effective wake problem to the inviscid propeller design code, as demonstrated by Stern [39].
It is concluded that a body-force model that eliminates reliance on the effective wake offers an
advantage over codes that are bound by iterating on this fictitious quantity.
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PUF is not a reduced order model of blade unsteady forces; PUF is an unsteady potential
flow solver, which will likely be replaced by RANS CFD as computational power increases. The
version of PUF described by Renick [1] accommodates a variety of advanced propulsor features
and inflow boundary conditions, all of which can be simulated by RANS solvers. As documented
by Renick, codes like PUF will be challenged by issues relating to downstream wake-tracking
and vortex roll-up models for maneuvering body simulations. And while PUF can be linked to
CFD solvers to generate body-forces for unsteady propeller operation, its reliance on an effective
wake calculation should be avoided along with wake trajectory tracing methods. For the level of
complexity offered by PUF, users may be better served by simply running a geometricallyresolved, unsteady RANS simulation of the propeller.

The Advantage of Computational Body-Force Models
ARL Penn State’s propulsor-design methodology shares similarities with the
methodology Kerwin proposes [40], but eliminates the need for an effective wake calculation.
Instead, using coupled propulsor and body-force-propelled hull simulations, convergence of
integrated mass flow through the propulsor determines the operating point. Circumferentiallyaveraged, steady, body-forces used in the propelled hull simulation are extracted directly from the
momentum flux on blade surfaces in the geometrically-resolved propeller simulation, using the
code FluxForce by Boger [41]. Updates to the inflow profile in the propelled hull solution are
provided to the geometrically-resolved propeller simulation, until mass flow convergence is
realized. In this manner, the integrated force and mass flow, a source term and a conserved
property in the Navier-Stokes equations, determine the propulsor operating point and not a
fictitious effective wake. These methods were developed by Jim Dreyer and Dave Boger of the
Applied Research Laboratory, but regrettably, are not documented in literature.
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Other Reduced Order Models
Several reduced order methods described in the literature are suitable for prediction of
propeller unsteady forces. Some of the methods listed here must be “trained” using multiple
high-resolution simulations (RANS) or experimental data to produce reliable predictions. The
proper orthogonal decomposition of Legresley [42] and the recursive neural networks promoted
by Faller [43] fit the training description. Legresley’s method is a reduced order model of the
governing equations of fluid mechanics. Faller’s method is a reduced order model of a system’s
response to input perturbations. These methods serve a valuable role, and have grown in use and
acceptance for optimization routines, but are too labor intensive for the general case considered
here. Other methods, like Peskin’s immersed boundary method, may simplify or eliminate the
gridding of complex fluid problems, but are themselves solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations
with specialized treatment [44], and do not constitute reduced order models.

Plan for a Reduced Order Model of Propeller Unsteady-Body-Forces
The goal of this thesis is to design and implement a reduced order, unsteady, propeller
body-force model in a RANS solver. This body-force model draws on the strengths of the
frequency-domain, reduced order code, UFAM, but implements the solution process in the timedomain, so it is compatible with an unsteady RANS solver. A single calibration of blade lift
resulting from entrance into a sharp-edged gust is performed using unsteady RANS, to address
some of the technical objections noted by Boswell and Miller [28] regarding strip theory. Finally,
the reduced order model will calculate unsteady forces based on instantaneous variations in flow
velocity at the blade leading edge, avoiding the problem of determining, and iterating on, an
effective wake boundary condition.
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Specific Claims regarding the Propeller Body Force Model
The following specific features define the propeller unsteady-body-force model
developed in this work.
•

The unsteady propeller body-force is written in the time-domain, using the convolution
approach of Leishmann [5] to calculate the time-history of unsteady lift for individual
propeller blades.

•

Unsteady lift is calculated based on deviation of the chord-normal component of the
velocity at the blade leading edge, similar to UFAM [32], and precluding the need for an
effective wake calculation.

•

Velocity variations parallel to the blade chord are treated in a quasi-steady sense,
following the work of Leishmann [25].

•

Unsteady RANS is used to calibrate the lift response resulting from entrance into a sharpedged gust on an individual propeller blade. This is performed using a method analogous
to the field velocity approach of Singh and Baeder [24].

•

This single, unsteady RANS calibration will include all blade geometric features in the
simulation – camber, thickness, chord, and finite span – except blade twist.

•

The sharp-edged gust functions are calibrated in sheared flow, to simulate the spanwise
variation in relative velocity typical of axial turbomachines. To date, similar work has
not been documented in the available literature.

•

Multiple sharp-edged gust functions are employed in the body-force model, varying
along the blade span. However, there is no explicit spanwise interdependence in the
unsteady lift calculations. And, there is no blade-to-blade interdependence.

•

The unsteady-body-force component is not resolved in the chordwise direction, and is
concentrated near the quarter-chord, consistent with Küssner and Sears [7].

•

The steady components of the propeller body-force are addressed by the body-force of
Boger and Dreyer. The total, instantaneous, unsteady-body-force is formed by
superposition of the steady and unsteady-body-force components, consistent with
McCroskey [18].

To the author’s knowledge, there is no existing propulsor unsteady-body-force model
documented in the literature based on the features listed above.
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Unsteady-Body-Force Development
Unsteady RANS simulations of a geometrically-resolved propeller and development and
integration of the unsteady-body-force model comprise the work of this thesis. Unsteady RANS
simulation of a propeller geometry operating in non-uniform inflow will serve for validation of
the unsteady-body-force model. Propeller P4119, as tested by Boswell and Miller [28] and
Jessup [29] represents an ideal test case. The geometry and powering characteristics of propeller
P4119 are well documented in literature. And, propeller P4119 (or its thinner analogue P4118)
was tested by both Boswell and Jessup in a harmonically varying inflow.
Unsteady-body-force model acceptability is determined by comparison with
geometrically-resolved CFD simulations. This decision results from the fact that variation in the
inflow harmonic content of Jessup’s work, shown in Figure 2-14, could not be produced with
sufficient resolution for comparison with his experiments. Inflow boundary conditions in RANS
simulations can be specified to generate axial velocity variations that are harmonic in a single
frequency. In this manner, identical, well-controlled boundary conditions can be supplied to both
the geometrically-resolved and unsteady-body-force simulations, and the need to match the
harmonic content of Jessup’s experimental work is avoided. For this thesis a three-cycle,
circumferential, variation in axial velocity is simulated to generate unsteady propeller thrust and
torque. A four-cycle variation in axial velocity is simulated to generate unsteady propeller
transverse forces and moments. A uniform inflow case is also presented, briefly, for body-force
model validation.

Chapter 3

A Time-Domain Unsteady Lift Model

Unsteady Lift Calculations using the Convolution Integral Approach
Time-domain models have been emphasized in this work due to their ease of
implementation in the CFD code OVER-REL. This convenience arises from use of the Duhamel
superposition, or convolution integral, to calculate the change in lift associated with a unit-step
change in airfoil angle or entrance into a gust. Bisplinghoff [3] and Leishmann [5] have
demonstrated that for any linear, time-invariant system - where the response of the system
depends on the change of the input condition with time, not on the time itself – the instantaneous
lift is result of the convolution of all the system inputs up to that time. Wagner’s and Küssner’s
functions are both linear, time-invariant systems in incompressible flow.
Following Leishmann [5], [45], the time-variation in flat-plate lift coefficient, CLg, due to
entrance into a sharp-edged gust is,

CL g ( s = 0 ) +

dCL
( s ) ∆wg = CL ( s = 0 ) +ψ ( s ) ∆wg .
dwg

(3.1)

For an arbitrary change in the gust velocity, wg, the lift can be expressed in terms of a convolution
integral with the Küssner function, ψ, as,

CL g ( s ) =

C Lα
V

s
dwg (σ )


w
0
ψ
s
+
ψ ( s − σ ) dσ  ,
(
)
(
)
 g
∫
dt
0



(3.2)

where σ is a dummy variable of integration for the reduced time, s. The first term in Equation 3.2
is a start-up transient whose magnitude diminishes with time. The integral of Equation 3.2
contains the entire time-history of forces to reduced time, s. Leishmann treats the term in
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parentheses as an effective gust, defined as the product of wg and Küssner’s lift response function,
such that,
∞

dwg

i =1

ds

wg ,effective ( s ) = wg ( s = 0 ) ⋅ψ ( s ) + ∑

(σ i )ψ ( s − σ i ) ∆σ i

.

(3.3)

Implementation of Equation 3.3 in a discrete time formulation would require storage and
evaluation of s-σi terms at each time-step, generating a rapidly expanding series of terms for each
blade in the simulation. Leishmann [45] details the method by which the exponential
approximations to Küssner’s function can be used in a “one-step recursive”, or explicit,
formulation to minimize data storage at every time-step. Expressing the indicial function as a
general three-term exponential approximation,

ψ ( s ) = C − A1e − b ⋅s − A2 e − b ⋅s − A3e − b ⋅s ,
1

(3.4)

3

2

the integral associated with wg, effective can be expressed as

(

)

wg ,effective = wg ( s = 0 ) C − A1e − b1s − A2 e − b2 s − A3e − b3s +
s

dwg

∫ ds ( C − A e
1

− b1 ( s −σ )

.

)

− A2 e − b2 ( s −σ ) − A3e − b3 ( s −σ ) dσ

(3.5)

0

Expanding the terms in the integral of Equation 3.5 yields the following expression,

(

)

wg ,effective = wg ( s = 0 ) C − A1e −b1s − A2 e −b2 s − A3e −b3s +
s

C∫
0

dwg ( s )
ds

s

dσ − A1 ∫
0

dwg
ds

s

e −b1 ( s −σ ) dσ − A2 ∫
0

dwg
ds

s

e− b2 ( s −σ ) dσ − A3 ∫
0

dwg
ds

e −b3 ( s −σ ) dσ

.

(3.6)
The first term in Equation 3.6 is a start-up transient. Neglecting this term, Leishmann
[45] expresses the effective gust as,

wg ,effective ( s ) = wg ( s ) ⋅ C − X ( s ) − Y ( s ) − Z ( s ) ,
where,

(3.7)
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s

X ( s ) = A1 ∫

dwg
ds

0
s

Y ( s ) = A2 ∫

dwg
ds

0
s

Z ( s ) = A3 ∫

dwg

0

ds

e − b1 ( s −σ ) dσ
e

− b2 ( s −σ )

dσ .

(3.8)

e − b3 ( s −σ ) dσ

Evaluating the X (s) term at time s + ∆s,and expanding,
s

X ( s + ∆s ) = A1e

− b1∆s

∫
0

dwg
ds

e

− b1 ( s −σ )

dσ + A1e

− b1 ( s +∆s )

s +∆s

∫

dwg

s

ds

eb1σ dσ ,

(3.9)

shows that the first term of Equation 3.9 is equivalent to

X ( s ) e − b1∆s .

(3.10)

Assuming the change in the gust is constant over the time-step ∆s, the integral in the second term
of Equation 3.10 can be evaluated using Simpson’s rule on the interval

A1e

− b1 ( s +∆s )

∆wg

s +∆s

∆s

∫

eb1σ d σ = A1e

− b1 ( s +∆s )

s

∆s
,
2

∆wg  eb1s + 4eb1 ( s +∆s / 2 ) + eb1 ( s +∆s )  ∆s
. (3.11)


∆s 
3
 2

Simplifying Equation 3.11 yields

A1e

− b1 ( s +∆s )

∆ wg
∆s

s +∆s

∫
s

 e − b1 ( s +∆s ) + 4e − b1∆s / 2 + 1 
eb1σ d σ = A1∆wg 

6



(3.12)

Leishmann’s [45] discrete time approximation using Simpson’s rule results in the following
expression for X(s),

X ( s ) = X ( s − ∆s ) e − b1∆s +

A1
∆wgust (1 + 4e − b1∆s / 2 + e − b1s ) .
6

(3.13)

The expressions for Y(s) and Z(s) are analogous to Equation 3.13.
Implementing the effective gust approximation results in an expression for the lift at any
reduced time, s, as follows
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 wg ( s )
− b1


A1
− b1∆s
− X ( s − ∆s ) ⋅ e
− ⋅ ∆wg ( s ) ⋅ 1 + 4e 2 + e−b1∆s  
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A
3
− b3∆s
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(3.14)

Equation 3.14 is an expression for the unsteady lift response of a general airfoil at reduced time,
s, in terms of the change in the gust from the previous time-step, s-∆s. The functions X(s-∆s),
Y(s-∆s), Z(s-∆s) contain the time-history of the unsteady lift, without start-up transients, and are
updated once every time-step. The steady lift-curve slope of the airfoil is CLα. This explicit
model is easily implemented in a discrete-time computational formulation, and is formally
second-order accurate. The accuracy of the model is limited by the exponential terms
approximating the unsteady lift response function, as demonstrated in Chapter 2.
Comparison of Küssner’s time-domain, sharp-edged gust response with the IFFT of Sears
function, from the code UFAM, validates the time-domain methodology of Leishmann [45].
Figure 3-1 shows the time variation in lift from UFAM and Küssner for a single P4119 propeller
blade operating in a three-cycle inflow at several spanwise locations. Agreement between Sears’
result and Küssner’s sharp-edged gust function is favorable in both magnitude and phase,
following the start-up transient. The lift calculated with Sears function is shifted in time to
account for propeller blade leading edge skew. The results of Figure 3-1 indicate that an accurate
exponential approximation to a sharp-edged gust function produces the same time-history of
section lift as Sears theory transformed into the time-domain.
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Figure 33-1:: Comparison of the lift from transformed Sears function (IFFT UFAM) and Küssner’s
function. Start
Start-up
up transi
transients
ents using the convolution integral approach are apparent in the Küssner
functions
functions.
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Calculation of the Sharp-Edged Gust Response for Finite Aspect-Ratio Wings
Jones [19] extended Küssner’s work by including flow effects resulting from wing finite
aspect-ratio in uniform flow. Finite aspect-ratio flow effects include tip vortex roll-up which is
treated as a progressive change in the flow incidence angle, over the entire wing, with time.
Jones [19] decomposes the sharp-edged gust response into its circulatory and non-circulatory
components, and derives the lift due to entrance into a sharp-edged gust from the indicial lift
response.
The indicial lift response, described previously, is the time-dependent lift of an airfoil
resulting from an instantaneous change in incidence angle. Jones [19] gives the normalized
(unit), effective change in incidence angle resulting from a downstream travelling gust as,

∆α g = 1 −

cos −1 ( s − 1) + s ( 2 − s )

π

.

(3.15)

The circulatory lift response over the interval 0 ≤ s < 2 is determined by convolution of Equation
3.15 with the indicial lift function, φ(s), for a finite aspect-ratio wing,
s


d α (σ )
∆C L g , circulatory ( s ) = C Lα  α ( 0 ) φ ( s ) + ∫
φ ( s − σ ) dσ  .
dt
0



(3.16)

The apparent mass, or non-circulatory contribution, to the lift is given as

∆CLg , non-circulatory =

2
s (2 − s) ,
E

(3.17)

where an inertial factor, E, is included to account for the impact of finite span. The total lift
response for an airfoil entering a sharp-edged gust is the sum of Equations 3.16 and 3.17. For an
elliptic wing, the inertial factor is the ratio of the wing semiperimeter to the span. In general, the
inertial factor can be determined from the steady lift curve slope in uniform flow, as given by
Laitone [46] and Jones [47]. Tuckerman’s evaluation of the inertial factor, E, is shown in Figure
3-2 for an elliptic flat plate [48].
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Figure 3-2: Tuckerman’s inertial factor as a function of aspect-ratio.
Figure 3-3 shows the sharp-edged gust response, and its constituents, for an airfoil with
an aspect-ratio of three and an airfoil of infinite aspect-ratio. The sharp-edged gust response for
each plot was obtained by application of Equations 3.15 through 3.17. The indicial lift response
used in the calculations was taken from Jones [19], and is shown for reference. The lift
information in the plots is expressed in terms of the change in the effective lift-curve slope with
reduced time. For the infinite aspect ratio wing in Figure 3-3, the sharp-edged gust response at
time s = 2 is 55% of the terminal, or steady state, lift. For the A = 3 wing at time s = 2, the sharpedged gust response is 80% of the terminal lift. From Figure 3-3, it is clear that a reduction in
aspect-ratio yields a reduction in the maximum lift and a reduction in the time to achieve terminal
lift. Having demonstrated this methodology, indicial lift results from unsteady CFD simulations
can be used to calculate the lift response resulting from entrance into a sharp-edged gust provided
that the inertial factor, E, can be determined. This methodology will be employed to determine
the sharp-edged gust response for a P4119 blade in sheared inflow. RANS CFD simulations are
described in the following chapter.
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Figure 3-3: Sharp-edged gust response (red) for a wing of A = ∞ and A = 3, and its constituents
(dashed), expressed as a change in lift curve slope with time. The lift due to an instantaneous
change in incidence angle, the indicial response, is shown for reference (purple).

Chapter 4

RANS Simulations and Modifications to OVER-REL for an Unsteady
Propeller Body-Force Model
This chapter describes the RANS simulations carried out for comparison with, and
calibration of, the reduced order propeller unsteady-body-force model developed for this thesis.
This section begins with a description of the RANS solver, OVER-REL, used in this work. Next,
the RANS simulations of the geometrically-resolved validation cases and the unsteady-bodyforce simulations are described. These unsteady simulations consist of propeller P4119 operating
in three-cycle and four-cycle sinusoidal wakes, and corresponding body-force simulations.
Finally, RANS simulations used to calibrate the unsteady-body-force model are described. The
calibration simulations consist of a single P4119 blade subjected to an instantaneously applied,
uniform, gust; an indicial response simulation intended to capture the effects of finite span and
thickness effects. Results from the indicial response calculation will ultimately be used to
calculate the lift response of a P4119 propeller blade entering a sharp-edged gust.

CFD Solver OVER-REL
The CFD simulations in this thesis were carried out using OVER-REL. OVER-REL is
based on the Mississippi State University code UNCLE [49], and has been modified extensively
by ARL Penn State to include six-degree-of-freedom motions, overset grids, and DES
capabilities. OVER-REL solves an incompressible, finite volume representation of the NavierStokes equations in generalized coordinates. Cartesian coordinates are non-dimensionalized by a
reference length, L. Velocity components are non-dimensionalized by a freestream velocity
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magnitude, V. Pressures are non-dimensionalized as p =

as τ =

p − p∞
. Time is non-dimensionalized
ρV 2

tV
. The non-dimensional equations solved by OVER-REL, without body-forces, are
L

given by Taylor [49] in differential form as

∂Q ∂ ( E − Ev ) ∂ ( F − Fv ) ∂ ( G − Gv )
+
+
+
= 0 , where
∂τ
∂ξ
∂η
∂ς
 p
 
u
Q=J 
v 
 
 w

(4.1)

(4.2)
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Subscripts in Equations 4.1 – 4.4 denote partial differentiation with respect to the subscripted
variable. State variables, consisting of pressure, p, and three Cartesian velocity components, u, v,
w, are isolated in Q and a treated as constant for the cell. Momentum flux terms are E, F, and G,
and the viscous flux terms are Ev, Fv, and Gv in each of the general curvilinear coordinates, ξ, η,

ζ. Flux terms are treated as uniform over cell faces. Taylor [49], like Anderson [50], separates
the inviscid flux contribution from the viscous flux contribution at each cell face. T contains the
components of the viscous flux vector. In OVER-REL, the viscous flux vectors are defined as

0 
 
 Tk1 
Sv = J  
T
 k2 
 Tk 
 3

, where

∂u
∂v
∂w 
2k x2 + k y2 + k z2 ) + k x k y
+ kx kz
(

∂k
∂k
∂k 
Re L 
µ  2
∂v
∂u
∂w 
Tk2 =
k x + 2k y2 + k z2 ) + k x k y
+ k y kz
(

∂k
∂k
∂k 
Re L 
Tk1 =

Tk3 =

(4.5)

µ 

µ 
Re L

( k

2
x

+ k y2 + 2k z2 )

(4.6)

∂w
∂u
∂v 
+ kx kz
+ k y kz 
∂k
∂k
∂k  ,

for Sv = Ev, Fv, Gv, and k1, 2, 3 = ξ, η, ζ. In Equations 4.2 through 4.5, J is the Jacobian of the
inverse transformation,

∂ ( x, y , z , t )
, such that
∂ ( ξ ,η , ζ , τ )

J = xξ ( yη zς − zη yς ) − yξ ( xη zς − zη xς ) − zξ ( xη yς − yη xς ) .

(4.5)

Finite volume discretization of Equation 4.1 yields

∂Q δ i ( E − Ev ) δ j ( F − Fv ) δ k ( G − Gv )
+
+
+
=0,
∂τ
∆ξ
∆η
∆ζ

(4.6)
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where the subscripts i, j, k refer to the indexed coordinates of a cell center, and δ represents a
central difference over the faces of the cell, such that δ ( ) = δ 1 − δ 1 .
( )−
( )+
2
2
OVER-REL solves for the flux vectors at the face of each cell. In this work, all flux
calculations are third-order accurate in space, employing an upwind-biased difference scheme. In
solution of the equations, velocity and pressure stored at cell centers [49]. In Equation 4.3, β is
the artificial compressibility, serving as a relaxation factor to solve the incompressible continuity
equation and pressure terms as discussed by Chorin [51].
Equations 4.1 and 4.3 do not address the Reynolds stress terms that arise in turbulent
flow. In this work, Coakley’s q-ω turbulent, eddy-viscosity model was used as the closure
scheme for all simulations [52]. Coakley’s two-equation turbulence model uses a model for the
mean-squared velocity fluctuations, q, and specific dissipation rate of kinetic energy, ω, to close
the turbulence equations. The parameters q = 0.006 and ω = 0.05 were set for all simulations.

Propeller P4119 Computational Mesh and Simulations
This section describes the RANS simulations that serve as validation cases for the
reduced order, unsteady, propeller body-force model, which is the product of this thesis.
Validation cases consist of steady and unsteady RANS simulations of the P4119 propeller
geometry and shaft. The work of the thesis is structured so that results from the geometricallyresolved, unsteady RANS simulations of the propeller can be compared directly with the
unsteady-body-force model.
Propeller P4119 was used in the experiments of Boswell and Miller [28] and Jessup [29],
where experimental measurements of propeller unsteady forces were correlated to inflow
harmonic content. The P4119 geometry has been used to validate multiple versions of the
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propeller unsteady force code, PUF [1], and the operating characteristics of the P4119 geometry
are well-established in the literature [29]. Propeller P4119 is an open, three-bladed, propeller
designed for operation in uniform flow. The spanwise loading distribution is based on the
elliptical circulation distribution of Lerbs [53]. Modified, NACA-66 series design sections
described by Brockett [54] comprise the blade geometry. Figure 4-1 shows the expanded blade
geometry of P4119 and the corresponding solid geometry. A detailed blade specification is
readily available in literature [28, 29].

Figure 4-1: Propeller P4119 blade layout and solid geometry. Blade schematic taken from
Boswell and Miller [28].
The Structured-Unstructured Generalized overset Grid Assembler, or SUGGAR,
developed by Noack [55], was used to assemble overset grids and define overset grid
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communications by specifying donor interpolation-receptor transactions. Noack’s DiRTLib [56]
is a library for CFD solvers to use the grid interpolation stencils produced by SUGGAR.
SUGGAR minimizes overlapping portions of the computational mesh by IBLANKing based on
DiRTLib mesh interpolation stencils, and a user-defined body hierarchy. By IBLANKing various
parts of the overlapping grids, SUGGAR defines which cells will be evaluated as field points in
the RANS solver, which cells will serve as fringe - providing interpolation information to field
points, and which cells will be removed, or cut, from the computation as non-field points.
The overset computational mesh for all geometrically-resolved validation cases consists
of three blade grids, a shaft grid, and a background grid. Figure 4-2 shows the IBLANKed blade
and shaft surface meshes. All blade grids and the shaft grid were formed by hyperbolic extrusion
of body-fitted surface meshes using Pointwise Gridgen® software. Each blade grid consists of 10
computational meshes. Two collar meshes, shown in orange, join the blade root to the shaft.
Four O-type meshes define the blade mid-section, shown in grey, and overlap the collar meshes.
Four C-type meshes define the blade tip, shown in grey, and overlap the mid-section blade
meshes. All the blade grids overlap the shaft grid, shown in black. Fourteen meshes comprise
the shaft grid, which surround the blade grids, and extend out into the background grid. Twelve
of the shaft meshes define the cylindrical mid-body of the shaft, and two cap-meshes define the
ends of the shaft. All blade and shaft grids resolve the viscous sublayer at the simulation
Reynolds number, with the first cell boundary off the solid surface corresponding to y+ ≤ 1.
Figure 4-3 shows the IBLANKed background, shaft, and blade grids. The background
grid consists of cylindrical, rotationally symmetric meshes with block-to-block connectivity along
their stacking axes. The forward axial face of the background grid defines the inflow boundary
condition to the computational domain. The aft axial face of the background grid is a farfield
boundary condition. The outer circumference of the background grid is set as an inviscid wall. A
pole boundary condition defines the axis of the background grid. The circumferential resolution
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of the background grid matches the angular rotation of the propeller at each time-step; four
degrees for the three-cycle inflow, and three degrees for the four-cycle inflow. Under this time
discretization thirty time-steps define each velocity cycle.

Figure 4-2: Blade and shaft surface meshes for propeller P4119 comparison cases.
Table 4-1 lists the reference conditions for all the geometrically-resolved and body-force
simulations in this work. All cases were run at the non-dimensional rotation rate corresponding
to the design advance ratio of propeller P4119, JP = 0.833. Table 4-2 lists the simulation
conditions of all the propeller and body-force simulations run for this work.
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Figure 4-3: Computational mesh for propeller P4119 three-cycle inflow case showing
background, shaft and blade grids. Viewing planes cut y = 0 and x = 0. Flow is in the x-direction.

Table 4-1: Geometrically-Resolved Simulation Reference Quantities

Reference Reference
Length
Velocity
1 ft

8.33 ft/s

Reference
Viscosity

Rotation Reynolds Non-Dimensional
Rate
Number Rotation Rate

-5 2
1.21×10 ft /s 10 rev/s

688,430

-7.54284
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Table 4-2: Propeller and Body-Force Simulation Conditions

Geometry
propeller + shaft
propeller + shaft
propeller + shaft

Frame:
Steady / Absolute /
Rotation / Inflow Axial Velocity
Unsteady Relative Inflow Time-Step Variation as % of Mean
steady
relative uniform
NA
0
o
±20%
unsteady absolute 3-cycle
4
o
±20%
unsteady absolute 4-cycle
3
o

0

o

±20%

o

±20%

body force + shaft unsteady

absolute

uniform

4

body force + shaft unsteady

absolute

3-cycle

4

body force + shaft unsteady

absolute

4-cycle

3

Body-Force Model Computational Mesh
The computational mesh of the body-force simulations shares its background grid and
shaft grid with the fully-resolved propeller P4119 mesh. Three meshes comprise the body-force
grid. Figure 4-4 shows the isolated propeller body-force grid. One grid is designed to occupy the
swept volume of propeller blades, and accept the body-force model, shown in red. Two outer
grids, shown in green, provide standoff for the body-force grid so that it is not cut or intersected
by other grids as a result of processing by SUGGAR. Figure 4-5 shows the entire computational
mesh employed for the body-force simulations. The body-force grid was designed to fit the
camber surface of the P4119 blade, and is highly skewed in the circumferential and axial
directions. While not conforming to accepted overset grid-generation practices of Chan [57],
creating the grid in this manner simplifies the unsteady force calculations and code. First, this
grid generation method eliminates coding required to interpolate inlet velocities along the skewed
leading edge. Second, this grid generation method aids in calculation of the velocity component
normal to the blade surface. The circumferential spacing of the body-force grid was designed to
match the angular rotation of the blade at every time-step. Given that these body-force
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simulations are intended as a proof-of-concept demonstration, programming to make the angular
rotation grid-independent, for a general maneuvering code, is recommended for future work.

Figure 4-4: Side (left) and front (right) views of the propeller body-force grid (red). The outer,
green grid (top) is cut by SUGGAR, but the body force grid is not. The bottom views show a
slice of the body force grid in the ζ-direction, which conforms to the blade camber surface.
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Figure 4-5: Body-force simulation computational mesh. The propeller body-force grid is not cut
by SUGGAR. Viewing planes cut y = 0 and x = 0. Flow is in the x-direction.

Computational Mesh for Finite Span Indicial Lift Response Calibration
The indicial lift response simulation is intended to calculate the unsteady lift resulting
from an instantaneous change in the blade incidence angle for a P4119 blade. In this regard, the
simulation is analogous to Wagner’s problem for a wing of aspect-ratio one. The field velocity
approach of Singh and Baeder [24] was applied to this problem. To perform this calculation, a
single P4119 propeller blade was removed from its helical blade generatrix to form a wing.
Treating the blade in this manner ensures that the gust is applied normal to the blade surface. The
expanded P4119 wing was fixed to a flat plate to simulate the propeller shaft boundary that
maintains circulation at the blade root. Figure 4-6 compares the expanded blade CAD geometry
and the expanded blade schematic from Boswell and Miller [28].
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Figure 4-6: P4119 equivalent wing leading edge, pressure surface, and expanded area schematic
from Boswell and Miller [28].
The computational mesh for the indicial lift response calculation is divided into a wing
grid and a flat plate grid that extend to a farfield grid. The wing grid consists of ten meshes: four
collar meshes connecting the blade to the flat plate, four mid-section blade meshes, and two,
overset tip meshes. The grid connecting the flat plate with the farfield consists of three adjacent
grids with block-to-block connectivity. Figure 4-7 shows the IBLANKed surface meshes for the
blade and flat-plate. The surface mesh of the wing grid was divided along its span to track the
spanwise variation in lift response in the indicial response simulation. The spanwise division of
wing P4119 is shown in Figure 4-7. The wing grid was formed by hyperbolic extrusion of bodyfitted surface meshes extending out to the farfield. Figure 4-8 shows the overlapping, IBLANKed
wing grid and flat plate-farfield grid. Table 4-3 lists the reference quantities and conditions for
the indicial lift simulation of the isolated P4119 blade.

Table 4-3: Reference Quantities for the Indicial Lift Simulation of a P4119 Blade

Reference Reference
Length
Velocity
0.4309 ft

Reference
Viscosity

time
step

26.65 ft/s 1.21×10-5 ft2/s 1.0×10-5 s

Reynolds Imposed Normal
Number
Velocity
948,910

0.9305 ft/s
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Figure 4-7: P4119 wing and flat plate IBLANKed surface meshes.

Figure 4-8: P4119 wing computational mesh. Viewing planes cut y = 0 and x = 0.36. The top
row shows entire domain. The bottom row focuses on the wing overset grid region. Flow is in
the x-direction.
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Modification of RANS Solver OVER-REL for Unsteady Propeller Body-Force Simulations
In this work, RANS solver OVER-REL was modified to include an unsteady propeller
body-force model. This section will describe the current flow equation solution procedure, and
modifications made to OVER-REL to implement the unsteady propeller body-force model. The
unsteady propeller body-force subroutine is included as Appendix A to this thesis.

OVER-REL Flow Solution Process
An abbreviated solution process for RANS code OVER-REL is shown in Figure 4-9 for
time-accurate, unsteady simulations. Solution of the RANS equations follows initialization of
domain velocities, boundary conditions, and SUGGAR overset grid communications. Inside the
time loop of the unsteady RANS solver, integrated forces on all bodies are initialized from
previous simulations, if present. Maneuvering forces on each body are integrated from pressure
distributions. Body-forces from propulsor and control surface models are updated and included
with the maneuvering forces for each body. Integrated forces on each body are used to calculate
the displacement that occurs in the computational time-step, for dynamic, six-degree-of-freedom
cases. Alternatively, body displacements at each time-step may also be prescribed, as in this
work. SUGGAR is used to update the domain connectivity information based on the prescribed,
or dynamically calculated, body movement at each time-step. After the body grids are moved,
solution of the flow equations proceeds. The flow solution at each time-step is obtained by
carrying out a specified number of Newton iterations for the flow and turbulence equations. After
the specified number of sub-iterations is completed, solution files are output and the time-step
incremented.
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time = t+∆t
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Solve Flow and
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Figure 4-9: RANS unsteady solution process in OVER-REL. Propulsor body-force insertion
point is shown in red.

Unsteady Propeller Body-Force Model: Subroutine prop_ur

Generation of an unsteady propeller body-force is the primary goal of this work. Existing
methods for generation of the steady body-force component, based on Boger’s code FluxForce
[41], were used in this work. Generation of the unsteady-body-force component is performed
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independently of the steady body-force component, and the steady and unsteady components are
summed at the end of each time-step.
In this work, the shaft and propulsor body-force grids are rotated in time, identical to the
geometrically-resolved validation cases. Given that the steady body-force is fixed to the rotating
body-force grid, rather than a coordinate location, compensation for rotation of the steady bodyforce is made at each time-step to ensure proper orientation of the vertical and horizontal forces.
The circumferential spacing of the body-force cells corresponds to the rotation of the propulsor at
each time-step. Accordingly, circumferential interpolation of leading edge locations and
velocities are unnecessary in this proof-of-concept demonstration. The propulsor body-force grid
is further divided according to the number of blades on the propulsor, with each blade receiving
its own sector.
In the unsteady-body-force model, blade unsteady forces are distributed such that the
resulting moments are consistent with the unsteady forces that generate them. The steady bodyforce is distributed uniformly in the circumferential direction. Unsteady-body-force components
are concentrated at the circumferential location of the quarter chord along the span, consistent
with the analysis of Küssner and Sears, and the code UFAM. The unsteady forces are distributed
according to

fx (θ , r , t ) =

fθ (θ , r , t ) =

CLg ( r , t ) ⋅ sin ( β )
nk ⋅ ni ⋅ blade number

⋅

cos15 (θ − θ QC )
0.29

, and

C Lg ( r , t ) ⋅ cos ( β ) cos15 (θ − θ QC )
⋅
, for x = xQC
0.29
nk ⋅ blade number

(4.7)

(4.8)

where fx and fθ are the unsteady axial and tangential force per blade sector, ni is the number of
cells in the axial direction, nk is the number of cells in the circumferential direction, and cell
locations, θ, are referenced to the quarter chord, θQC. Equations 4.7 and 4.8 maintain the
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integrated value of the unsteady force, and distribute them to generate moments of the proper
magnitude about the blade quarter chord. Forces distributed according to Equations 4.7 and 4.8
yield moments that differ by at most 2% from the appropriate values. A contour map of the force
distribution function, for a unit unsteady force, is shown in Figure 4-10. The unsteady force
components are further divided by the local cell volume to generate a body force per unit volume.
Tangential forces are decomposed into Cartesian y and z components in prop_ur. Force
distribution functions will vary with blade number and spacing. The steady blade loading
distribution may warrant a different force distribution in future studies.

fx and fθ

Figure 4-10: Relative distribution of unsteady-body-force components for each of three P4119
propeller blades. Force magnitudes in prop_ur are a function of the distance from the blade
quarter-chord, and generate moments of appropriate magnitude. The propeller view is axial,
looking upstream.
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A flowchart of the unsteady-body-force calculation process is shown in Figure 4-11.
Calculation of the blade unsteady-body-force component proceeds similar to the method of Lysak
[32] and Zierke [33], but is performed in the time-domain. Blade section data, consisting of
chord length and stagger angle, are assigned to the body-force grid based on the radial location of
cells at the leading edge. Then unsteady blade lift calculations are performed in the relative
frame of each propeller blade, shown in Figure 4-12. First, the spanwise distribution of the
average velocity at the leading edge of the propulsor disk is determined for each blade, based on
the CFD solution. The average axial velocity, u , is an ensemble average updated at each timestep. Next, the instantaneous relative velocity, VBlade, is calculated along the span of the blade.
VBlade is the convective speed of the gust in the blade section frame. Following the determination
of the relative velocity, the instantaneous gust velocity, wg , is calculated. The gust velocity is
defined as the axial velocity variation, ( u − u ) , normal to the blade chord at each radial location.
In the blade frame, a reduction in the inflow axial velocity yields a gust producing positive lift.
Time variations in the gust velocity produce changes in the unsteady-body-force component. A
general gust velocity calculation would include the radial variations in inflow velocity at the
leading edge, but variations in these components were negligible for these simulations. Then, the
reduced time is calculated for each radial blade “strip”.
With the reduced time and gust velocity component determined, the unsteady lift
component is calculated as described in Chapter 3. For all timesteps following the first complete
propeller revolution, the unsteady lift component is converted to a body-force per unit volume
and added to the steady propeller body-force component. Delaying the addition of the unsteadybody-force component for one full propeller revolution tends to minimize start-up transients. The
unsteady RANS calculations then proceed according to Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-11: Flow chart showing the calculation of propeller blade unsteady forces in prop_ur.
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Figure 4-12: Definition of the gust velocity and blade relative velocity in circumferentially
varying flow. Contours of axial velocity are shown in (a) for a three-cycle inflow. The timemean axial velocity, ū(r), the instantaneous velocity at the blade leading edge, ũ(r,θ), and the
blade tangential velocity, Vθ(r), as defined in prop_ur, are shown in (b). From these
components, the blade relative velocity, VBlade(r,θ), and instantaneous gust velocity, wg(r,t), are
defined in (c).

Chapter 5

Results from Geometrically-Resolved RANS Simulations
Results from RANS simulations of the P4119 propeller and the blade unsteady force
response are summarized in this Chapter. First, simulations of P4119 operating in uniform and
non-uniform inflow will be reviewed. Simulations of P4119 propeller will be used for
comparison with and validation of the propulsor unsteady-body-force model which is the primary
product of this thesis. Then, RANS simulations of the indicial response of a P4119 blade in
sheared inflow will be reviewed. Results from the indicial response calculations will be used to
generate functions describing the lift response of a P4119 blade as it enters a sharp-edged gust.
The sharp-edged gust response functions from the RANS simulation will be implemented in the
unsteady-body-force model presented in Chapter 6.

Propeller P4119 in Uniform Inflow
Steady simulations of propeller P4119 in uniform inflow were performed at the design
advance ratio to validate the geometry and provide starting solutions for unsteady RANS
simulations. Running conditions for the simulations are listed in Chapter 4. Integrated propeller
thrust and torque, shown in Table 5-1, compare well with experimental measurements provided
by Jessup [29] and Renick [1] at the design advance ratio, JP = 0.833, but indicate a higher
efficiency than reported in the literature.
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Table 5-1: Thrust (KT) and Torque (KQ) Coefficients for Propeller P4119 in Uniform Flow.

RANS Experiments [1], [29]
KT

[1]

[29]

[1]

[29]

0.154

0.1455 - 0.153

K Q 0.0280

0.0281 - 0.0293

Blade surface pressures for the steady, uniform flow case are shown in Figure 5-1. Freestream
velocity and pressure contours are shown in Figure 5-2. A propeller tip vortex is apparent in
Figure 5-2, and the flow variation downstream of the propeller shows indications of unsteadiness,
but the time-dependence cannot be resolved in a steady simulation. This steady, uniform flow
simulation is run in the relative frame, where the inflow rotates relative to the fixed propeller
geometry. Therefore, the helical path of the tip vortex crosses the visualization plane several
times in the plots of Figure 5-2.

suction surface (front)

pressure surface (rear)

Figure 5-1: P4119 blade surface pressure contours in a steady, uniform inflow simulation.
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u

Vθ
Figure 5-2: P4119 axial (top) and tangential (bottom) velocity contours in uniform flow.

Boger’s code, FluxForce, was used to extract the blade surface fluxes from the steady,
uniform flow simulation [41]. Figure 5-3 shows the distribution of axial, radial, and tangential
momentum flux extracted from the steady flow solution, along with the spanwise distribution of
blade volumetric blockage. Blade forces from the steady, uniform flow simulation are
interpolated onto the propeller body-force grid, which matches the swept volume of the P4119
propeller; this forms the basis for the steady component of the body-force simulation. The bodyforces are circumferentially uniform, but vary radially and axially. Examination of the bodyforces shows propeller P4119 is loaded at the leading edge, indicating high flow incidence near
70% span.
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Figure 55-3:: Steady, fflux
lux-based
based body
body-force
forcess and blockage from P4119 in uniform flow, mapp
mapped
onto the bodybody-force
force grid. Flow is from left to right in this meridional view.

Unsteady Simulation of Propeller P4119 in Circumferentially
Circumferentially-Varying
Varying
Varying,, Sinusoida
Sinusoidal Inflow
Inflow
Simulations of propeller P4119 operating in a circumferentially
circumferentially-varying
varying
varying,, sinusoidal
inflow serve as validation cases for the propeller unsteady
unsteady-body
body
body-force
force model
model. These conditions
mimic the inflow axial velocity variation in the screen
screen-wake
wake experi
experiments
ments of Boswell and Miller
[28], and Jessup [[29].
29]. Based on int
interaction
eraction of the inflow with the propeller blade
blades,, a
circumferentially
circumferentially--varying,
varying, three
three-cycle
cycle
cycle, sinusoidal inf
inflow
low will generat
generatee unsteady propeller shaft
thrust and torque for propeller P4119
P4119.. A ffour
our-cycle
cycle sinusoidal inflow
low will generat
generatee unsteady
propeller transverse forces and moments
moments. Comparison of unsteady
unsteady-body
body--force
force magnitude,
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direction, and phase response relative to the geometrically-resolved CFD simulations will provide
an assessment of model effectiveness.
Unsteady simulations were initiated in two steps. First, the circumferentially-varying,
sinusoidal inflow was allowed to convect through a domain containing only the propeller shaft,
without blades. Next the unsteady simulation was initiated by adding the blade grids, with local
flowfield solution from the steady, uniform flow, propeller simulation, to the flowfield containing
the circumferentially-varying, sinusoidal inflow and propeller shaft. Failure to initiate the
unsteady simulations in this manner resulted in diffusion of the non-uniform inflow near the blade
leading edges, yielding low unsteady force response relative to historic data. A similar reduction
in blade unsteady response occurred if the outer domain boundary condition was set to farfield
rather than an inviscid wall. Generation of propeller unsteady response required that the propeller
geometry be abruptly introduced to the developed, circumferentially non-uniform, inflow.

Simulation of P4119 in a Three-Cycle Sinusoidal Inflow
RANS simulation of the propeller P4119 operating in a three-cycle inflow shows an
unsteady response in shaft thrust and torque, consistent with the findings of Boswell, Miller, and
Jessup. The inflow axial velocity variation for the three-cycle inflow is given by Equation 5.1

u (θ ) = 1 + 0.2 ⋅ cos ( 3θ ) .

(5.1)

The propeller unsteady transverse forces and moments are three orders of magnitude smaller than
the unsteady thrust and torque. Integrated propeller forces and moments are shown in Figure 5-4.
The force convention is positive downstream. The moment convention is positive opposing the
direction of rotation. The propeller unsteady thrust, KT, and shaft torque, KQ, response are inphase. P4119 operation in a three-cycle inflow with a nominal 20% variation in axial velocity
yields an unsteady thrust amplitude that is 36% of the time-mean shaft thrust. The unsteady CFD
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thrust amplitude compares well with the results of Jessup [29], where a 33% variation in shaft
thrust from the time-mean value was measured. The time-mean propeller thrust and torque are
compared with steady values obtained in uniform flow in Table 5-2. It is noteworthy that timemean torque values obtained from unsteady simulations are consistent with steady data obtained
in Jessup’s experiment [29], implying reduced propeller efficiency relative to uniform flow
calculations.

0.05

Propeller Unsteady Forces and Moments:
Three-Cycle Inflow Distortion

Forces and Moments

0
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KQ
KFY
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KMY
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time
Figure 5-4: P4119 propeller unsteady forces and moments in a three-cycle inflow for the
geometrically-resolved CFD case.
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Table 5-2: Propeller P4119 Time-Mean Thrust and Torque in Three-Cycle Inflow.

RANS Experiments [1], [29]
steady

KT

[1]

[29]

[1]

[29]

[1]

[29]

[1]

[29]

0.154

0.1455 - 0.153

K Q 0.0280

0.0281 - 0.0293

three-cycle K T

0.153

0.1455 - 0.153

K Q 0.0291

0.0281 - 0.0293

Figure 5-5 shows the unsteady blade lift at multiple spanwise locations. The lift response
of each blade is identical in magnitude and phase along the span, yielding a cumulative time
variation in propeller thrust and torque. Figure 5-6 shows the blade pressure variation at several
instances in a single inflow cycle. Suction surface pressure response is consistent with the axial
velocity variation in the inflow. Regions of high axial velocity unload the blade - corresponding
to suction surface pressure maxima - and regions of low axial velocity increase blade loading –
corresponding to suction surface pressure minima. The program circulation, by Boger [58],
was used to extract the section lift coefficients in Figure 5-5. The run time summary for the
three-cycle inflow simulation is given in Table 5-3.
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Figure 5-5: Blade unsteady lift in a three-cycle inflow at multiple spanwise locations for the
geometrically-resolved CFD case.

Table 5-3: Run-Time Summary for Three-Cycle Sinusoidal Inflow Simulation.

Number of
Number of
Processors CPU Time Wall Clock Time Time Steps Mesh Cells
44
2,352 hr
77.6 hr
450
3,869,580
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Figure 5-6: P4119 suction surface pressure variation in a three-cycle inflow.
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Simulation of P4119 in a Four-Cycle Sinusoidal Inflow
Simulation of propeller P4119 operating in a four-cycle inflow yields a propeller
unsteady response in transverse forces and moments, consistent with the data of Boswell and
Miller. The inflow axial velocity variation for the four-cycle inflow case is given by Equation 5.2

u (θ ) = 1 + 0.2 ⋅ cos ( 4θ ) .

(5.2)

Integrated propeller forces and moments from the geometrically-resolved CFD case are shown in
Figure 5-7. Figure 5-8 shows the unsteady lift of individual blades. The instantaneous lift of
each blade is out-of-phase in a four-cycle inflow, but the sum of the lift of the three blades is
invariant with time, yielding a steady, integrated propeller thrust and torque. However, the phase
difference in blade lift yields integrated, rotating, transverse forces and moments. Figure 5-9
shows the blade pressure variation at several instances in a single inflow cycle. Surface pressure
contours vary from blade to blade at each instant. In the four-cycle inflow, regions of low surface
pressure rotate about the axis of the propeller opposing the direction of rotation. Regions of low
surface pressure on the suction face of a propeller blade result from elevated blade lift, which is
decomposed into an axial and transverse component. Rotation of the transverse force component
around the propeller axis generates an unsteady variation in propeller transverse forces. Blade-toblade variation of axial forces, directed along transverse axes, generate unsteady transverse
propeller moments. Blade-to-blade variation of transverse forces, directed along the shaft axis,
generates propeller unsteady transverse forces and moments.
Examination of Figure 5-7 shows that the unsteady transverse force response leads the
transverse moment response. There are several reasons for the phase difference in transverse
forces and moments. Blade leading edge skew alters the timing of blade lift response along the
span. The blade tip leading edge of propeller P4119 is circumferentially skewed behind the root
and mid-span blade sections. Therefore, variations in tip section lift will occur later at the tip
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than at the root. The radial dependence of blade moments ensures that tip section geometry
governs the timing of the propeller moment response. In addition to purely geometric
considerations, the analyses of Küssner and Sears indicate that the blade section center of
pressure is fixed at the quarter chord for flat plate airfoils encountering gusts. In reality, the
chordwise location of the center of pressure changes with loading. Variation in the location of
the blade section center of pressure with changes in the blade loading will alter the phase and
magnitude of propeller unsteady transverse moments relative to the unsteady transverse forces.

Propeller Unsteady Forces & Moments:
Four-Cycle Inflow Distortion
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Figure 5-7: P4119 unsteady forces and moments in a four-cycle inflow for the geometricallyresolved CFD case.
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Figure 5-8: Blade unsteady lift in a four-cycle inflow at multiple spanwise locations for the
geometrically-resolved CFD case.
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Figure 5-9: P4119 suction surface pressure variation in a four-cycle inflow.
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Simulation of Blade Indicial Lift and Determination of Sharp-Edged Gust Response
Simulation of the indicial lift on an isolated propeller blade was performed to determine
the lift-response resulting from entrance of a P4119 blade into a sharp-edged gust. The indicial
lift response results from an instantaneous change in flow angle imposed simultaneously at every
point in the flow field. The sharp-edged gust response can be calculated using results from the
indicial lift simulation following the method of Jones [19]. Results from the indicial lift response
simulation will be examined, and the sharp-edged gust response functions calculated from the
CFD solution.

Simulation of P4119 Blade Indicial Lift
The indicial lift on a representative P4119 blade was simulated using a methodology
similar to the field velocity approach of Singh and Baeder [24]. The field velocity method
assigns a uniform grid velocity to all cells in the domain at the beginning of the unsteady RANS
simulation, and maintains this imposed grid velocity for the duration of the calculation. Applying
the field velocity approach in this manner yields the unsteady RANS equivalent of Wagner’s
problem for calculation of the indicial lift response. For the cases run here, a relative motion
normal to the blade is applied to the solid surfaces of the grid, and maintained for the duration of
the unsteady simulation, producing an identical result.
Since the P4119 blade rotates about a shaft axis, the relative velocity increases as a
function of radius. Therefore, the inflow boundary condition of the indicial response simulation
replicates the relative velocity along the span of the P4119 blade. To the author’s knowledge, the
literature contains no prior simulation of the indicial response of a propeller blade, or wing, in
sheared flow. Figure 5-10 shows the indicial lift of a P4119 blade in sheared and uniform inflow
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as a function of reduced time. The blade chord and velocity at 70% span are used as reference
quantities for the reduced time definition in the plot. Both simulations validate Wagner’s theory
which predicts an infinite spike in lift at reduced time s = 0. The difference in integrated blade
lift response in sheared flow results from a time lag in the growth of lift towards the root of the
P4119 blade, where relative velocities are lowest.

Figure 5-10: P4119 blade indicial response in uniform and sheared flow. The inset shows nearinfinite lift response at time s = 0, as predicted by Wagner [5].

Surface pressure distributions of the P4119 blade in sheared flow are shown in
Figure 5-11. The initial case, where the normal velocity is zero, and the terminal pressure
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distribution, with normal, non-dimensional, velocity equal to 0.112 are shown. Near 80% span,
the normal velocity imposes an incidence angle of two degrees, but this angle varies along the
span according to the axial velocity distribution. In Figure 5-11, velocities are expressed in terms
of the relative velocity experienced by the blade. Pressure distributions are expressed such that
contour levels are identical to those in Figures 5-1, 5-6, and 5-9. Differences in the isolated blade
pressure distributions and the propeller blade pressure distributions exist due to variation in the
incidence angle along the span, and the pressure gradient that exists across the suction and
pressure surfaces for the operating propeller. Setting conditions to ensure that isolated wing
surface pressure distributions match those of the propeller would prove difficult. However, this
may be a valid limitation of the calibration methodology employed here.
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normal velocity = 0

normal velocity = 0.112

suction
surface

pressure
surface

Cp
u
Figure 5-11: P4119 blade surface pressure contours at zero incidence (initial condition) and with
imposed normal velocity (terminal condition for indicial lift response) in sheared flow.

P4119 Blade Lift Resulting from Entrance into a Sharp-Edged Gust
Determination of the sharp-edged gust response follows from the RANS indicial lift
calculation. The indicial lift response of the P4119 blade from the blade tip to the root are shown
in Figure 5-12, Figure 5-13, and Figure 5-14, corresponding to the surfaces designated in
Figure 4-7. Lift values are normalized by the steady, terminal lift for each spanwise location.
The plots also show the exponential approximation to the indicial lift function as a function of the
local reduced time, s. The exponential approximation to the indicial lift response was calculated
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by minimizing an objective function over the range 0 < s < 1.5, according to the methods
described by Leishmann [5]. The error between the exponential approximation and the RANS
indicial lift is generally less than 2% over the optimization range.
Translation of the indicial functions to sharp-edged gust functions follows the method of
Jones [19]. Jones method for calculating the sharp-edged gust response of finite aspect-ratio
wings relies on estimation of the apparent mass, or non-circulatory, response of the wing. Jones
modifies the apparent mass response of infinite aspect-ratio wings using an inertial factor, E.
Jones [19] estimate for the inertial factor is based on wings of elliptic planform; the P4119 blade
is non-elliptic. Laitone [46], Jones [47], and Tuckerman [48] provide different methods for
calculation of the inertial factor based on the steady lift curve slope and aspect-ratio. The
effective aspect-ratio of the P4119 wing in uniform flow is calculated based on the work of
Laitone and Helmbold [46] and the inertial factor calculated from Jones [47] later work. The
inertia factor, E, in this work was estimated as E = 1.504, and treated as invariant along the span.
This estimate for the inertia factor is slightly greater than the calculation of Jones [19], where E =
1.42, based on elliptic wing geometry. The inertia factor in this work is consistent with the inertia
factor for elliptic wings of aspect-ratio one, based on the results of Tuckerman [48].
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Figure 5-12: P4119 blade normalized indicial lift near the tip.
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Figure 5-13: P4119 blade normalized indicial lift near midspan.
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Figure 5-14: P4119 blade normalized indicial lift near the root.

A representative sharp-edged gust function for a P4119 blade section near 70% is shown
in Figure 5-15. The non-circulatory, or apparent mass, finite span lift contribution is shown for
reference. The lift response functions are expressed in terms of the effective lift-curve slope as a
function of reduced time, similar to Jones [19]. The difference between the sharp-edged gust
functions and their exponential approximations is less than 5% for all time at all spanwise
locations. Figure 5-16 shows the normalized lift response functions at all spanwise locations as a
function of local reduced time. Examination of Figure 5-16 shows that the response times of
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blade sections near the tip are less than the response times of wall-bounded sections near the
blade root. These functions form the basis for unsteady lift resulting from entrance into a sharpedged gust, tailored for a P4119 blade of finite span. Because they are based on a P4119 blade
containing all geometric features of the blade – camber, thickness, and finite span – the resulting
sharp-edged gust functions should yield a more accurate approximation to the blade unsteady lift
than Küssner’s functions. The coefficients for finite-span, sharp-edged gust response functions
are hard-coded in the subroutine prop_ur. The results of body-force model operation in
sinusoidally varying inflow are discussed in the following Chapter.
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Figure 5-15: P4119 lift at 70% span resulting from entrance into a sharp-edged gust, shown as
variation in lift-curve slope with time.
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Normalized Lift Response Resulting from Entrance into a Sharp-Edged Gust
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Figure 5-16: Temporal and spanwise variation in P4119 blade lift resulting from entrance into a
sharp-edged gust.

Chapter 6

Results from Coupled RANS and Unsteady Propeller Body-Force Simulations
Results from unsteady-body-force simulations of propeller P4119, operating in threecycle and four-cycle sinusoidal inflows, are presented in this Chapter. First, a validation case for
the unsteady-body-force code, consisting of propeller operation in uniform flow, is presented.
Then, results from unsteady-body-force simulations are compared with geometrically-resolved
propeller simulations in three-cycle and four-cycle sinusoidal inflows. Body-force simulations
employ both the finite-span sharp-edged gust response models developed in Chapter 5, and the
sharp-edged gust response model of Küssner for infinite wings.

Unsteady-Body-Force Operation in Uniform Inflow
As an initial test of the unsteady-body-force subroutine, prop_ur, an unsteady
simulation was run in uniform flow. The body-forces generated by prop_ur should not differ
from the integrated, steady, values extracted from propeller P4119 in uniform flow, shown in
Figure 5-3. Results from this first simulation are shown in Figure 6-1. The unsteady force
components are not superimposed on the steady body-force component until the time-step
following the first, complete, propeller revolution at time t = 0.833. Transverse forces and
moments are three orders of magnitude lower than the shaft thrust and torque, consistent with
propeller operation in uniform flow. Shaft thrust and torque after time t = 0.833 differ from
steady values in uniform flow by 2.2%. Part of this difference results from an error in the bodyforce indexing routine, which was subsequently corrected. The other part of this difference
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results from the time-mean difference in forces and moments between the steady and unsteady
simulations, discussed previously.

unsteady-body-force
initialized at t = 0.833

Figure 6-1: Operation of unsteady-body-force code, prop_ur, in uniform inflow.

A comparison of the flowfields produced by the body-force and the geometricallyresolved RANS case, in uniform flow, is shown in Figure 6-2. Contours of axial and tangential
velocity show the uniformity of the body-force model relative to the geometrically-resolved case.
Flow features caused by shear and local momentum deficits, caused by blade wakes, are not
present in the body-force simulations. The resolution observed in the body-force flowfield is
expected, as the time-mean body-force component is a circumferentially averaged representation
of P4119 operating in a steady, uniform flowfield. The non-smooth appearance of the velocity
profiles for the geometrically-resolved case results from the proximity of multiple, overset, grids
near the blade trailing edges and in the flowfield downstream of the propeller.
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extraction plane
x = 0.14

u
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Figure 6-2: Comparison of axial (top) and tangential (bottom) velocity distributions generated by
the propulsor body-force (left) and geometrically-resolved RANS simulation (right) in uniform
flow.

Unsteady-Body-Force Operation in Three-Cycle Sinusoidal Inflow
The unsteady-body-force model, prop_ur, predicts an integrated unsteady thrust and
shaft torque for propeller operation in a three-cycle sinusoidal inflow, consistent with the results
of Boswell, Miller, and Jessup. The transverse forces and moments are three orders of magnitude
lower than the axial forces and moments. The phase of the body-force model agrees with the
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geometrically-resolved CFD case, but over-predicts the magnitude of the force response.
Integrated, propeller unsteady forces and moments are shown in Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4, for
unsteady-body-forces based on Küssner functions and the finite-span gust response model
developed in Chapter 5. The difference in the time-mean body-forces and moments corresponds
to the difference between the geometrically-resolved steady and unsteady cases, described
previously. Table 6-1 summarizes the amplitude of the unsteady response for the two body-force
models relative to the geometrically-resolved CFD simulation. Forces and moments from the
finite span gust response model compare well with the geometrically-resolved CFD validation
case. Implementation of the finite-span model developed in this work reduces the discrepancy in
unsteady-body-force and moment magnitude by at least 50% relative to Küssner’s sharp-edged
gust model for infinite wings.
Body-force model deviation from the geometrically-resolved case is nearly identical to
deviations between PUF and experiments [29, 30], as shown in Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6. PUF
results for P4119 operating in a three-cycle inflow, available in the literature [29, 30], form the
basis for the plots in Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6. Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6 show that the finitespan gust response model yields results that are nearly equivalent to lifting-surface codes such as
PUF. Differences in the deviation of the thrust and torque response from baseline cases may
indicate a discrepancy in the distribution of spanwise lift, given the added dependence of torque
on the radius. The unsteady-body-force model parity with PUF is interesting, given that
prop_ur has no spanwise interdependence in the unsteady gust response model, and no
provision for blade-to-blade interaction. It is possible that the gust-response calibration
simulation in Chapter 5 captures some aspects of spanwise lift interdependence for a P4119
blade, and this may be reflected in the unsteady-body-force model, though not explicitly coded.
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Unsteady Propeller Thrust:
3-Cycle Inflow Distortion
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Figure 6-3: Shaft thrust comparison between the unsteady-body-force model and geometricallyresolved CFD in a three-cycle inflow. The force convention is positive downstream.
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Unsteady Propeller Torque:
3-Cycle Inflow Distortion
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Figure 6-4: Shaft torque comparison between the unsteady-body-force model and geometricallyresolved CFD in a three-cycle inflow. The moment convention is positive opposing the direction
of rotation.

Table 6-1: Amplitude of Unsteady Forces and Moments relative to Time-Mean Thrust and
Torque for the Three-Cycle Inflow Case

K T / K T, Mean
K Q / K Q, Mean

Geometrically-Resolved
Küssner Model Finite Span Model
CFD
35.5%
53.9%
40.7%
27.5%
51.3%
40.2%
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Thrust Amplitude Ratio
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Figure 6-5: Comparison of PUF and unsteady-body-force model thrust and torque amplitude in a
three-cycle inflow. PUF data are compared to experiments, and unsteady-body-force data are
compared to CFD.
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Figure 6-6: Comparison of PUF and unsteady-body-force model thrust and torque phase in a
three-cycle inflow. PUF data are compared to experiments, and unsteady-body-force data are
compared to CFD.
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Blade lift variation at six spanwise locations is shown in Figure 6-7. Blade lift bias errors
are concentrated near the tip and root of the blade section. Blade section lift is over-predicted at
the blade tip, and under-predicted at the root, leading to differences in the error magnitude
between propeller unsteady thrust and torque. However, the variation in section lift between 30%
and 80% span shows agreement with geometrically-resolved CFD of propeller P4119.
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Figure 6-7: Comparison of unsteady-body-force blade section lift from the finite-span gust
response model and geometrically-resolved CFD simulations in a three-cycle inflow.
A comparison between flowfields generated by the body-force and geometricallyresolved RANS simulations are shown in Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9 for a three-cycle inflow
condition. The flowfield information is extracted from an axial plane at x = 0.14, corresponding
to the root-section trailing edge of the propeller, and occurs over a time cycle from 60o to 180o,
corresponding to Figure 5-6. The general periodicity and distribution of axial and tangential
velocity seen in the geometrically-resolved case is reproduced by the finite-span body-force
model. Local momentum variations resulting from blade wakes are not present in the body-force
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model, representing an opportunity to enhance body-force model fidelity. Blade wake
representations must be included in unsteady body-force models if the user desires to simulate
unsteady forces in multi-bladerow propulsors.
Finally, a run time summary for a body operating in a three-cycle inflow is listed in Table
6-2. Relative to the geometrically-resolved case operating in a three-cycle inflow, the unsteadybody-force simulation yields a 44% improvement in run-time and a 44% reduction in the number
of mesh cells. These margins may improve for propellers with higher blade numbers.

Table 6-2: Run-Time Summary for Body-Force Three-Cycle Sinusoidal Inflow Simulation.

Number of
Number of
Processors CPU Time Wall Clock Time Time Steps Mesh Cells
24
1,323 hr
76.9 hr
450
2,167,560
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Figure 6-8a: Comparison of axial velocity distribution generated by the unsteady-body-force
(left) and geometrically-resolved RANS simulation (right) in a three-cycle inflow.
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Figure 6-8b: Comparison of axial velocity distribution generated by the unsteady-body-force
(left) and geometrically-resolved RANS simulation (right) in a three-cycle inflow.
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Figure 6-8c: Comparison of axial velocity distribution generated by the unsteady-body-force
(left) and geometrically-resolved RANS simulation (right) in a three-cycle inflow.
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Figure 6-9a: Comparison of tangential velocity distribution generated by the unsteady-bodyforce (left) and geometrically-resolved RANS simulation (right) in a three-cycle inflow.
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Figure 6-9b: Comparison of tangential velocity distribution generated by the unsteady-bodyforce (left) and geometrically-resolved RANS simulation (right) in a three-cycle inflow.
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Figure 6-9c: Comparison of tangential velocity distribution generated by the unsteady-bodyforce (left) and geometrically-resolved RANS simulation (right) in a three-cycle inflow.

Unsteady-Body-Force Operation in a Four-Cycle Sinusoidal Inflow
The unsteady-body-force model, prop_ur, predicts integrated, unsteady transverse
forces and moments for propeller operation in a four-cycle sinusoidal inflow consistent with the
results of Boswell, Miller, and Jessup. Body-force shaft thrust and torque are small relative to the
unsteady transverse forces and moments. The body-force model matches the phase of the
geometrically-resolved CFD case, and generally over-predicts the magnitude of the transverse
force response. Integrated, propeller unsteady forces and moments are shown in Figure 6-10 and
Figure 6-11 for body-force cases and geometrically-resolved CFD simulations. These figures
also show evidence of a low amplitude unsteady propeller thrust (± 0.6%) and torque variation (±
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1.0%), relative to mean values. Forces and moments from the finite-span gust response model
compare well with the geometrically-resolved CFD validation case, as shown in Table 6-3. Table
6-4 summarizes the amplitude and phase deviation of the body-force models relative to the
geometrically-resolved CFD case. Comparisons between experimental unsteady force
measurements and PUF are not available for the four-cycle inflow case. However, body-force
transverse force and moment deviations from geometrically-resolved CFD cases match the threecycle inflow case. Again, the transverse moments are sensitive to the spanwise location of
unsteady lift, so the deviation in unsteady force magnitude will not match the deviation in
unsteady moment magnitude.
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Unsteady Propeller Forces:
4-Cycle Inflow Distortion
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Figure 6-10: Force comparison between the unsteady-body-force models and geometricallyresolved CFD in a four-cycle inflow.
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Unsteady Propeller Moments:
4-Cycle Inflow Distortion
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Figure 6-11: Moment comparison between the unsteady-body-force models and geometricallyresolved CFD in a four-cycle inflow.
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Table 6-3: Amplitude of Unsteady Forces and Moments relative to Time-Mean Thrust and
Torque for the Four-Cycle Inflow Case

K T / K T, Mean

Geometrically-Resolved
CFD
0.3%

K Q / K Q, Mean

0.2%

K FY / K T, Mean

6.0%

K MY / K Q, Mean

25.6%

K FZ / K T, Mean
K MZ / K Q, Mean

Küssner Model Finite Span Model
0.8%

0.6%

1.4%
10.4%

1.1%
8.5%
33.1%

6.2%

40.8%
10.8%

25.9%

41.2%

33.5%

8.8%

Table 6-4: Deviation of Unsteady-Body-Force Model Forces and Moments from GeometricallyResolved RANS Simulations in a Four-Cycle Inflow

Amplitude
Küssner ∆ % Finite Span ∆ %

Phase (degrees)
Küssner ∆
Finite Span ∆
-4.66
-4.59

unsteady K FY

72.8%

40.4%

unsteady K MY

59.1%

29.0%

14.00

4.74

unsteady K FZ

77.8%

44.5%

-4.62

-4.84

unsteady K MZ

59.1%

29.4%

8.33

4.04

A comparison between flowfields generated by the finite-span body-force model and
geometrically-resolved RANS simulations are shown in Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13 for the fourcycle inflow condition. Similar to the three-cycle inflow, the periodicity and distribution of axial
and tangential velocity seen in the geometrically-resolved case is generally reproduced by the
body-force. Blade wakes are not present in the body-force model, and high momentum fluid
tends to diffuse readily in the circumferential direction.
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Figure 6-12a: Comparison of axial velocity distribution generated by the unsteady-body-force
(left) and geometrically-resolved RANS simulation (right) in a four-cycle inflow.
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Figure 6-12b: Comparison of axial velocity distribution generated by the unsteady-body-force
(left) and geometrically-resolved RANS simulation (right) in a four-cycle inflow.
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Figure 6-12c: Comparison of axial velocity distribution generated by the unsteady-body-force
(left) and geometrically-resolved RANS simulation (right) in a four-cycle inflow.
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Figure 6-13a: Comparison of tangential velocity distribution generated by the unsteady-bodyforce (left) and geometrically-resolved RANS simulation (right) in a four-cycle inflow.
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Figure 6-13b: Comparison of tangential velocity distribution generated by the unsteady-bodyforce (left) and geometrically-resolved RANS simulation (right) in a four-cycle inflow.
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Figure 6-13c: Comparison of tangential velocity distribution generated by the unsteady-bodyforce (left) and geometrically-resolved RANS simulation (right) in a four-cycle inflow.

Discussion of Unsteady-Body-Force Model Deviation from Geometrically-Resolved CFD
Results
Differences between the unsteady-body-force model in prop_ur and geometricallyresolved CFD cases arise due to modeling limitations, the assumptions employed in calibration of
the sharp-edged gust response model, and the resolution of the body-force model. These issues,
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and their impact on unsteady-body-force simulations, are discussed below. Opportunities for
further development within the current framework exist, and should be pursued.

Strip Theory Model Limitations
Though this work aims to improve gust response model fidelity, the limitations of strip
theory models noted by Boswell and Miller, exist in prop_ur. The unsteady-body-force model
presented here is a strip theory application of the blade lift resulting from entrance into a sharpedged gust. There is no spanwise or chordwise dependence of lift at one blade section relative to
another. This limitation exists despite the fact that the sharp-edged gust response of a P4119
blade, containing all geometric features except blade twist, was calculated using unsteady CFD.
Determination of spanwise influence coefficients using CFD would require perturbation of local
fluid velocities at discrete radii in an unsteady CFD simulation; this work is left for others to
pursue. Lack of spanwise influence parameters in the blade lift-response model is the most
significant discrepancy between the unsteady-body-force model in prop_ur and a
geometrically-resolved CFD simulation. Codes such as PUF have a technical advantage over
prop_ur in this regard.
The second limitation of the model employed here stems from a lack of blade-to-blade
influence. It is well-documented that the lift behavior of airfoils operating in cascades differs
from isolated airfoils. For the particular case of propeller P4119, which is a low-solidity
propeller, cascade effects are likely small, except possibly at the blade root where the ratio of
chord length to blade spacing approaches unity. Typical propulsors have higher solidity than
P4119, indicating a need to include the dependence of cascade lift response as function of stagger
angle and solidity in future unsteady-body-force models. Again, codes such as PUF calculate
blade-to-blade interaction, but with a higher computational cost.
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Calibration of the Sharp-Edged Gust Response Model
Calibration of the sharp-edged gust response for real blade geometries should continue to
be developed. The calibration presented here was performed in two steps. In the first step, the
indicial response of the airfoil to a step-change in incidence angle was simulated using unsteady
CFD. In the second step, the blade lift response resulting from entrance into a sharp-edged gust
was calculated from the indicial lift response through convolution.
The benefit of using CFD for the indicial response calculation is that detailed features,
specific to the P4119 propeller blade geometry, could be included in the response model. These
features include finite span, blade thickness, camber, and the presence of an endwall at the blade
root; only blade twist was excluded from the simulation. Additionally, flow physics such as
turbulence and viscosity are included in the calculation. Finally, the presence of a sheared inflow,
matching the mean relative velocity experienced by a propeller blade, can be simulated using an
appropriately defined boundary condition. The potential for model improvement over analytical,
lifting-line and lifting-surface methods is possible using CFD, and has been demonstrated by
several authors [23] - [27]. However, most of these works apply to two-dimensional airfoils, and
none apply to a sheared inflow condition.
For the particular indicial lift simulation employed in this work, the endwall at the blade
root was simulated as an infinite flat plate, as opposed to the shaft geometry present on the actual
propeller. The impact of the shaft-root junction was initially investigated in steady CFD
simulations in uniform flow. These simulations showed the change in spanwise lift distribution
to be small near the root. The additional grid required for the shaft geometry was too great to
justify performing the indicial lift calculations in this domain. The spanwise distribution of lift,
for the flat-plate and shaft boundaries in sheared and uniform flow, is shown in Figure 6-14.
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Future studies should reconsider the influence of the shaft on the spanwise lift distribution and
time response of lift, but for this study, the influence was deemed small.
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Figure 6-14: Impact of shaft and flat-plate boundary conditions on the spanwise distribution of
lift in uniform and sheared flow for a P4119 blade.
Finally, it should be noted that the unsteady-body-force model presented here was
calibrated solely for gusts acting normal to the blade surface. The convective, or chordwise
velocity component relative to the blade section was treated in a quasi-steady manner.
Generalization of the unsteady-body-force model requires that future work include the effects of
chordwise and spanwise gusts. Leishmann documents this method, but its implementation incurs
additional complexity [5].

Estimation of the Non-Circulatory Lift in the Sharp-Edged Gust Response Model
Calculation of the sharp-edged gust functions followed from the indicial lift simulations
performed on the P4119 wing. An inertial factor, E, was used to estimate the non-circulatory,
apparent mass, response of the finite span wing. Following Jones [19] work, the inertial factor
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was estimated for the finite span wing, according to the steady, lift-curve slope of P4119 in
uniform flow. The inertial factor reduces the contribution of the blade non-circulatory response,
consistent with finite span effects, and was assumed constant along the span. The literature
should be reviewed to determine whether a basis exists for spanwise variation in the noncirculatory, or apparent-mass, lift along the blade span. Spanwise variation in the non-circulatory
lift response would affect the magnitude and phase-response of lift resulting from an encounter
with a sharp-edged gust.
An interesting point regarding the relationship between the indicial lift and the lift
resulting from entrance into a sharp-edged gust was learned as a result of this work. As
mentioned in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the time-domain sharp-edged gust response is traditionally
calculated in two separate reduced time regimes: 0 < s < 2, and 2 ≤ s < ∞. Von Karman and Sears
expression for the second time regime is cumbersome [8]. A tenet of thin-airfoil theory can be
exploited to simplify the derivation of the sharp-edged gust response starting from the indicial
gust response. Küssner recognized that the ¾ chord point was significant in thin-airfoil theory
[5]. The velocity normal to the airfoil at the ¾ chord point determines the effective incidence
angle for the entire airfoil. Assuming that a travelling gust at the ¾ chord point behaves in a
similar manner would imply that Küssner’s sharp-edged gust response, for reduced times, s ≥ 1.5,
should correspond to Wagner’s indicial lift response at time s = 0. Figure 6-15 shows Jones
calculations of the indicial and sharp-edged gust responses for several wings of varying aspectratio. The solid curves are identical traces of the dashed curves, corresponding to the indicial lift
response, shifted in time by s = 1.5.
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Figure 6-15: The equivalence of the sharp-edged gust response and the indicial lift response
shifted by reduced time s = 1.5.
Division of the reduced time-domain at s = 1.5 has the potential to simplify calculation of
sharp-edged gust response for finite aspect-ratio wings. Jones work details the estimation of the
inertia factor, E [19]. For an elliptic wing, the inertia factor is simply the ratio of the wing’s
semi-perimeter to its span [19]. However, for wings and turbomachinery blades of non-elliptic
planform, Jones definition does not apply, leading to ambiguities in the derivation of the sharpedged gust response from the indicial lift response. If the sharp-edged gust response for reduced
times greater than, s = 1.5, is equivalent to the indicial lift response beginning at reduced time,
s = 0, a priori knowledge of the inertial factor, E, is no longer required. The inertial factor can be
varied iteratively to match the indicial lift response shifted in time during the convolution
process. Therefore, starting only with the indicial lift response, one should be able to construct
the sharp-edged gust response for a wing of general shape with more confidence. Regrettably,
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the author only stumbled upon this realization while writing this thesis. The observation is
included here for future use, as it is not available in the literature.

Body-Force Model Resolution
The body-force model employed in this work is a low-resolution representation of
propulsor steady forces and blade unsteady forces. Low circumferential resolution is obvious in
the steady and unsteady-body-force CFD velocity contours of Figures 6-8, 6-9, 6-12, and 6-13.
Both body-force components are addressed below.
The steady body-force component is circumferentially uniform, but varies in the radial
and axial directions. The steady body-force is in this work is taken directly from the work of
Boger and Dreyer, and was employed due to its use in current ARL Penn State propulsor-design
cycle. None of the work presented here would have been possible without this foundation.
However, if application of an unsteady, vice quasi-steady, body-force to multiple-bladerow
propulsors is desired, circumferential flow variation from blade wakes must be included in future
revisions.
Similarly, the unsteady-body-force component, the work of this thesis, could use
additional spatial resolution. The unsteady-body-force component has no chordwise variation.
The body-force is concentrated at the blade quarter-chord, consistent with the work of Küssner
and Sears. Placement of the body-force at the quarter-chord was required for validation with
results from Sears theory, or UFAM, particularly when the four-cycle inflow was considered.
However, as shown in Figure 5-3, the steady blade loading may dictate placement of the
unsteady-body-force component at locations other than the quarter-chord. During other
validation tests, not presented here, it was found that shifting the location and circumferential
distribution of the unsteady-body-force component could change the magnitude of transverse and
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axial forces and moments by more than 10%. Therefore, attention should be paid to the
distribution and placement of unsteady-body-forces in the propeller volume. To this end,
increased chordwise and circumferential resolution, guided by the steady blade surface pressure
distributions, may improve the accuracy of unsteady forces and moments generated by a body
force model.

Chapter 7

Conclusions
The current work delivers a non-iterative, time-domain, propeller unsteady-body-force
model integrated into the CFD solver, OVER-REL. The unsteady-body-force model is calibrated
for thick, low aspect-ratio propeller blades, in sheared flow, using a single CFD simulation of the
lift response resulting from an instantaneous change in incidence angle. The lift response
resulting from entrance into a sharp-edged gust is derived from information provided by the
calibration simulation. Multiple gust functions define the sharp-edged gust response along the
blade span in an attempt to capture the time-dependence of the spanwise lift distribution.
Geometrically-resolved CFD simulation of propeller P4119, a three-bladed propeller widely-used
for academic studies, is used to validate the unsteady-body-force model. Test cases for this work
consist of propeller P4119 operating with inflow distortions of varying harmonic content. A
three-cycle harmonic inflow generates propeller unsteady thrust and torque. A four-cycle
harmonic inflow generates propeller unsteady transverse forces and moments. Specific
conclusions regarding the performance of the unsteady-body-force model, relative to
geometrically-resolved CFD simulations, are listed below.
•

The calibrated unsteady-body-force model generates the correct force and moment
response according to inflow harmonic content. For a three-cycle inflow the calibrated
body-force model generates unsteady propeller thrust and torque. Similarly, for a fourcycle inflow, the calibrated unsteady-body-force model generates unsteady transverse
forces and moments. The phase of unsteady force and moment response compares
favorably with geometrically-resolved CFD.

•

Integrated forces and moments for the calibrated unsteady-body-force model compare
favorably with geometrically resolved CFD cases.

•

Errors in the magnitude of unsteady forces and moments are very similar to those
reported by Jessup [29] and Fuhs [30] for PUF-2 and PUF-14. For P4119 in a three-cycle
inflow, Fuhs and Jessup report errors in unsteady thrust magnitude between 10%-30%
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relative to experiments. Fuhs and Jessup report errors in unsteady torque magnitude
between 30% - 40% relative to experiments. However, the source code for the calibrated
unsteady-body-force model, prop_ur, is roughly 1/10 the size of the PUF-14 source
code.
•

Relative to the sharp-edged gust response for two-dimensional airfoils, as given by
Küssner, the calibrated unsteady lift model reduces force and moment discrepancies by
50%.

•

The unsteady-body-force model reduces grid size and simulation run-time by 44%
relative to the geometrically-resolved unsteady CFD simulation for a three-bladed
propeller. Computational savings could be greater for propellers with higher bladecounts.

•

Blade unsteady lift is well-predicted between 30% and 80% of span. Unsteady lift
discrepancies outboard of 80% span drive errors in the unsteady moments.

•

The calibrated unsteady body-force model over-predicts propeller unsteady forces by
20%-40%, and unsteady moments by 30%-40%, relative to geometrically-resolved CFD
cases. The inflow affects the relative phase of unsteady force generation along the span,
and between blades, yielding propeller unsteady force and moment discrepancies that
vary with harmonic content.

•

The axial and tangential velocity profiles downstream of the unsteady-body-force model
compare favorably with geometrically-resolved CFD cases. For a three-cycle inflow,
both cases show a pulsation in the velocity components for each blade, corresponding to
unsteady mass flow through the propulsor. For a four-cycle inflow, both cases exhibit
rotation of high momentum fluid opposite the direction of propeller rotation,
corresponding to a circumferentially non-periodic distribution of mass flow.

•

When operating in uniform flow, with zero inflow harmonic content, the unsteady-bodyforce produces a near-zero response in all unsteady force and moment components.

•

Derivation of the sharp-edged gust response from the indicial lift response should be
easier in future studies. Exploiting the ¾ chord neutral point of Küssner, and shifting the
indicial lift response by s = 1.5 eliminates the need to define the inertial factor of finite
aspect-ratio wings a priori. This should allow for precise derivation of the sharp-edged
gust response for wings of non-elliptic planform, and eliminate ambiguity regarding the
use of Jones inertial factor [19].

Recommendations for Future Development
The work of this thesis was a proof-of-concept demonstration. So, generalization of the
unsteady-body-force for integration into a CFD maneuvering code should be pursued as follows.
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•

The body-force code should be modified to eliminate dependence on the body-force grid
to define the leading edge profile.

•

Dependence of body-force grid circumferential spacing on the computational time-step
should be eliminated.

•

The prop_ur model is strictly unsteady. Changes in the ensemble average of the bodyforce inflow velocity should be tied to quasi-steady body-force models available in
OVER-REL so that the quasi-steady propulsor response can change with time.

•

This unsteady-body-force model rotates the body-force grid in time using SUGGAR.
This task can be performed computationally, is not a requirement for the body-force
model, and adds unnecessary computational costs. SUGGAR was employed here to
ensure a one-to-one correlation with geometrically-resolved simulations.

•

Radial velocity dependence must be added to the model for propulsors whose stacking
lines lie on conical, as opposed to cylindrical, hubs.

•

Implementation for ducted and multi-bladerow propulsors should be pursued.
Specifically, the unsteady response of non-rotating blade rows should be represented with
a separate body-force component. Further, the unsteady drag response from bladerows
should be included, if possible in order to model the unsteady wake deficit sent
downstream by individual blades.

•

Numerical damping to eliminate body-force start-up transients should be pursued.

•

The ability to reconstitute the indicial lift functions and propulsor inflow history would
be useful for situations where a restart of the unsteady simulation is required.

Relative to the calibration and resolution of the unsteady-body-force model, the following
work should be pursued. Many of these recommendations increase unsteady-body-force model
and calibration simulation complexity.

•

CFD-derived models of the temporal and spanwise interdependence of lift on a low
aspect-ratio wing should be pursued to improve finite span lift response, similar to
Giesing [9].

•

Chordwise resolution of the unsteady-body-force component should be pursued to
improve the fidelity of unsteady moments.

•

Unsteady treatment of chordwise and spanwise gusts should be included in general
maneuvering models.
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•

Representing the circumferential variation of the steady body-force component, using
steady simulations of the propeller geometry, should be pursued to resolve blade wakes
and other specific flow variations, if multi-blade row propellers are to be modeled
exclusively with body-forces.

•

Blade root section lift response resulting from the presence of the shaft, vice infinite flat
plate boundary condition should be examined further.

Relative to the geometrically-resolved, unsteady, CFD simulations which served as
validation cases for this work, the following work should be pursued.
•

Grid-refinement and time-step studies should be carried out.

•

The overset regions of the blade grids should be re-meshed to improve resolution and
visualization of blade-to-blade, and tip-region flow.
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Appendix A: FORTRAN Code prop_ur
module propulsor_mod
implicit none
private
!integer,allocatable,save :: qcc(:,:,:)
double precision,save :: told
double precision,allocatable,save :: s(:,:),gust(:,:)
double precision,allocatable,save :: Xg(:,:),Yg(:,:),Zg(:,:)
double precision,allocatable,save :: uavg(:),vavg(:),wavg(:)
double precision,allocatable,save :: wfx(:,:),wfr(:,:)
public

:: propulsor, prop_ur

contains
! =========================================
subroutine prop_ur(time,nphy)
! =========================================
! Define prop configuration: #blades, spanwise chord, pitch
distribution, mean advance ratio/rotation rate
! Define prop mean relative velocity for given advance ratio/rotation
rate and span
! Define the steady lift force/moment for prop body-force
! Define prop swept volume
! Define LE location(s)
! Define blade volume boundaries
! Determine gust magnitude
! Calculate unsteady lift/chord-normal force at this time-step
! Convert unsteady lift across span to normalized body-force/volume
! Add unsteady lift component for this time step to steady lift of prop
! Write unsteady force/moment file for each time-step
! Pass BF Info to current URANS time-step
! Perform URANS calcs and continue to next time-step
use
use
use
use
use
use
use
use
use
use
use
use

bf_in_mod
FlowVariables
BodyForces
DecompModule
DecompModule
force_volume_mod
GridDimensions
GridPoints
InputOutputModule
Metrics
PointerArrays
PointerArrays

,only:
,only:
,only:
,only:
,only:
,only:
,only:
,only:
,only:
,only:
,only:
,only:

bf_in
u,v,w
bfx,bfy,bfz,force_exists
glob_to_loc,cfd_comm_world
my_world_rank
force_volume
ni,nj,nk
x,y,z
io_temp
vol
index_01,index_10,index_11,index_02
iptr_01,iptr_10,iptr_11
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use
use
use
use

RAINSModule
read_dynamic_info_mod
stap_mod
readforces_mod

implicit none
include "mpif.h"

,only:
,only:
,only:
,only:

icon,host,dtphys,rcon
prop_type,vehicle_type
stap
readforces

!MPI not used, included as "boiler-plate"

double precision,intent(in) :: time
integer,intent(in) :: nphy
integer :: nbl,i,j,k,l,jpa,jpae,jpab1,jpabe,jpaqc,jpaqc1,jpav,n,shift
integer :: fbound,bbound,jpa1,bdel,qci
integer :: prop_num_blocks,prop_block,LE_block,Lei,prop_num_blades
logical :: local_blocks
integer,allocatable,dimension (:) :: Lek
double precision :: pi,drot,angrot,frcvol,bl_ang
double precision :: frot,cell_ang,ru,rl,qc_ang,distf,tfr,tfx
double precision,allocatable,dimension (:) :: sbfx,sbfy,sbfz
double precision,allocatable,dimension (:) :: tbfy,tbfz
double precision,allocatable,dimension (:) :: ubfx,ubfy,ubfz
double precision,allocatable,dimension (:,:) ::
Leu,Lev,Lew,Xnew,Ynew,Znew
double precision,allocatable,dimension (:,:) ::
gust_eff,gust_new,dgust,vreli
double precision,allocatable,dimension (:,:) ::
Teu,Tev,Tew,V_relr,floang
! Prop volume declarations
double precision,allocatable,dimension (:) :: frcvolrr,rLE
double precision,allocatable,dimension (:) :: chord,stagger
double precision,allocatable,dimension (:,:) :: s_new,ds
double precision,allocatable,dimension (:,:) :: ulift
! Mean Velocity declarations
double precision,allocatable,dimension (:) :: usum,vsum,wsum
!

write(*,*) "Enter prop_ur"

pi = ACOS(-1.0d0)
drot = -2.0d0*pi/0.833d0
! Block & grid location assignments
prop_num_blocks = 1
prop_block = 15
prop_num_blades = 3
LE_block = 16
qci=5 !i location of blade quarter chord
!
nbl = glob_to_loc(prop_block)
!
if (nbl > 0) then
! Allocate/define blade Leading Edge Locations
Lei = 1
allocate(Lek(prop_num_blades)) Lek = (/2, 32, 62/) !Lek = (/2, 42, 82/)
for 4-cycle case
allocate(Leu(prop_num_blades,0:nj(glob_to_loc(prop_block))+2))
allocate(Lev(prop_num_blades,0:nj(glob_to_loc(prop_block))+2))
allocate(Lew(prop_num_blades,0:nj(glob_to_loc(prop_block))+2))
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!!!!! 3cyc_wcalc modification !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
allocate(Teu(prop_num_blades,0:nj(glob_to_loc(prop_block))+2))
allocate(Tev(prop_num_blades,0:nj(glob_to_loc(prop_block))+2))
allocate(Tew(prop_num_blades,0:nj(glob_to_loc(prop_block))+2))
!!!!! 3cyc_wcalc modification !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
write(*,*) "allocate Leu,etc"
! Designate the previously read body-force as the steady
! component of the propulsor body-force
!
check whether the prop pertains to this processor
local_blocks = .false.
do n = 1,prop_num_blocks
nbl = glob_to_loc(prop_block)
if (nbl > 0) then
local_blocks = .true.
exit
end if
end do
! ADDED by JJK 8/23/08 this establishes a mean steady body-force for
the propulsor
! at the beginning of the simulation and should not change in magnitude
throughout the simulation.
! Stated another way, this assumes that any body-force file is
interpreted as a prop force... proof of concept
if (.NOT. ALLOCATED(sbfx)) then
allocate(sbfx(SIZE(bfx)),sbfy(SIZE(bfy)),sbfz(SIZE(bfz)))
allocate(tbfy(SIZE(bfy)),tbfz(SIZE(bfz)))
!
write(*,*) "time-dependent body-forces allocated"
!
call flushx(6)
end if
call readforces(glob_to_loc(prop_block))
sbfx = bfx
sbfy = bfy
sbfz = bfz
! calculate angular rotation, delta theta for this case from time t=0
angrot = -1.0d0*time*drot
if (angrot > (2.0d0*pi)) then
angrot = DMOD(angrot,(2.0d0*pi))
end if
! Note that grid rotation scheme assumes grid circumferential spacing
matches rotation increment at every time step
! Steady body-force mesh should appear stationary in ouput files...
THIS IS NOT GENERAL... PROOF OF CONCEPT
do n = 1,prop_num_blocks
nbl = glob_to_loc(prop_block)
if (nbl > 0) then
do k = 2,nk(nbl)
if (nphy < (nk(nbl)-1)) then
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shift = nphy
else
shift = MOD(nphy,(nk(nbl)-1))
end if
do j = 2,nj(nbl)
do i = 2,ni(nbl)
jpa = index_10(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
if (shift .EQ. 0) then
tbfy(jpa) = sbfy(jpa)
tbfz(jpa) = sbfz(jpa)
CYCLE
else if (k .LE. (shift+1)) then
jpae= index_10(i,j,(nk(nbl)-(shift+1-k)),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
tbfy(jpa) = sbfy(jpae)
tbfz(jpa) = sbfz(jpae)
else if (k .GT. (shift+1)) then
jpae= index_10(i,j,(k-shift),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
tbfy(jpa) = sbfy(jpae)
tbfz(jpa) = sbfz(jpae)
end if
end do !i
end do !j
end do !k
end if !nbl > 0
end do !prop_num_blocks
! STEADY BODY-FORCE COMPONENT ESTABLISHED
! Obtain LE Axial Velocity Component. Note that blade body-force grid
has alreay been rotated.
nbl = glob_to_loc(prop_block)
if (nbl > 0) then
ALLOCATE(usum(0:nj(nbl)+2),vsum(0:nj(nbl)+2),wsum(0:nj(nbl)+2))
if (nphy .EQ. 1) then
ALLOCATE(uavg(0:nj(nbl)+2),vavg(0:nj(nbl)+2),wavg(0:nj(nbl)+2))
uavg=1.0d0
vavg=0.0d0
wavg=0.0d0
end if
do k = 1,prop_num_blades
do j = 1,(nj(nbl))
jpa = index_02(Lei,j,Lek(k),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
Leu(k,j) = (u(jpa))
Lev(k,j) = (v(jpa))
Lew(k,j) = (w(jpa))
!!!!!!! 3cyc_wcalc modification: trailing edge velocities
jpa = index_02(ni(nbl),j,Lek(k),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
Teu(k,j) = (u(jpa))
Tev(k,j) = (v(jpa))
Tew(k,j) = (w(jpa))
!!!!!!! 3cyc_wcalc modification: trailing edge velocities
end do
end do
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!

write(*,*) "assigned Le velocity"
usum = 0.0d0
vsum = 0.0d0
wsum = 0.0d0
if (nphy > 1) then
do j = 1,(nj(nbl))
do k = 1,(nk(nbl))
jpa = index_02(Lei,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
usum(j) = usum(j)+u(jpa)
vsum(j) = vsum(j)+v(jpa)
wsum(j) = wsum(j)+w(jpa)
end do
uavg(j)=(uavg(j)*(nphy-1)+usum(j)/(nk(nbl)-1))/nphy
vavg(j)=(vavg(j)*(nphy-1)+vsum(j)/(nk(nbl)-1))/nphy
wavg(j)=(wavg(j)*(nphy-1)+wsum(j)/(nk(nbl)-1))/nphy
end do
end if
end if ! nbl>0
do n = 1,prop_num_blocks
nbl = glob_to_loc(prop_block)
if (nbl > 0) then
force_exists(nbl) = .true.
do k=2,nk(nbl)
do j=2,nj(nbl)
do i=2,ni(nbl)
jpa = index_10(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
bfx(jpa) = sbfx(jpa)
bfy(jpa) = tbfy(jpa)
bfz(jpa) = tbfz(jpa)
end do
end do
end do
end if !nbl > 0
!
write(*,*)"new body-force assigned (2nd loop)"
end do
nbl = glob_to_loc(prop_block)
if (nbl > 0) then
open(io_temp,file="DN_FILES/prop_v.dat",position='append')
do k = 1,1
do j = 1,(nj(nbl))
write(io_temp,11) time,Leu(k,j),Lev(k,j),Lew(k,j),&
Leu(k+1,j),Lev(k+1,j),Lew(k+1,j),&
Leu(k+2,j),Lev(k+2,j),Lew(k+2,j)
11
format(10F14.7)
end do
end do
end if
close(io_temp)
call flushx(6)
nbl = glob_to_loc(prop_block)
if (nbl > 0) then
call r_force_volume(frcvol,frcvolrr,prop_block,rLE)
!
write(*,*) "exit r_force_volume"
allocate(V_relr(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)),floang(prop_num_blades
,SIZE(rLE)))
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!

!

allocate(chord(SIZE(rLE)),stagger(SIZE(rLE)),s_new(prop_num_blade
s,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(Xnew(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(Ynew(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(Znew(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(gust_eff(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(gust_new(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(dgust(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(vreli(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(ds(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(ulift(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(ubfx(SIZE(bfx)))
allocate(ubfy(SIZE(bfy)))
allocate(ubfz(SIZE(bfz)))
write(*,*) "allocated temp vars"
if (.NOT. ALLOCATED(s)) then
allocate(s(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(gust(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(Xg(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(Yg(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(Zg(prop_num_blades,SIZE(rLE)))
allocate(wfx(ni(nbl),nj(nbl)),wfr(ni(nbl),nj(nbl)))
end if
write(*,*) "allocated saved vars"
if (nphy .EQ. 1) then
s = 0.0d0
told = 0.0d0
gust = 0.0d0
gust_eff = 0.0d0
gust_new = 0.0d0
Xg = 0.0d0
Yg = 0.0d0
Zg = 0.0d0
Xnew = 0.0d0
Ynew = 0.0d0
Znew = 0.0d0
dgust = 0.0d0
wfx = 0.0d0
wfr = 0.0d0
end if
if (nphy .EQ. 1) then
k=2
do j=2,nj(nbl)
tfx=0.0d0
tfr=0.0d0
do i=2,ni(nbl)
jpav=index_11(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpa=index_10(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
tfx=tfx+bfx(jpa)*vol(jpav)
tfr=tfr+((bfy(jpa)*vol(jpav))**2+(bfz(jpa)*vol(jpav))**2)**0.5
end do
do i=2,ni(nbl)
jpav=index_11(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpa=index_10(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
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wfx(i,j)=bfx(jpa)*vol(jpav)/tfx
wfr(i,j)=((bfy(jpa)*vol(jpav))**2+(bfz(jpa)*vol(jpav))**2)
**0.5/tfr
end do
end do
j = 10
do i=2,ni(nbl)
write(*,*) wfx(i,j),wfr(i,j)
end do
end if
!!!!!! executable 5a SETS relative velocity for testing purposes!!!!!!!
!!!!!! call get_rel_V(rLE,V_relr)
!
write(*,*) "through get_rel_V"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
call get_prop_data(rLE,chord,stagger)
! write(*,*) "through get_prop_data"
V_relr=0.0d0
floang=0.0d0
! write(*,*) "V_relr array size", SIZE(V_relr,1), SIZE(V_relr,2)
call calc_rel_V(rLE,V_relr,drot,Leu,Lev,Lew,Teu,Tev,Tew,Lek
,nbl,floang)
! write(*,*) "through calc_rel_V"
call get_red_time(ds,time,told,nphy,s,s_new,V_relr,chord,
floang,stagger)
! write(*,*) "through red_time"
end if !if nbl = prop_block
nbl = glob_to_loc(prop_block)
if (nbl > 0) then
call calc_gust(rLE,drot,uavg,Leu,V_relr,vreli,stagger,gust,
gust_new,dgust)
! write(*,*)"Exiting calc_gust"
call calc_gust_eff(rLE,ds,dgust,gust_new,Xg,Yg,Zg,Xnew,Ynew,Znew,
gust_eff)
! write(*,*)"Exiting gust_eff"
call calc_lift(rLE,V_relr,chord,gust_eff,ulift)
! write(*,*)"Exit calc_lift"
if (nphy > 90) then
do l=1,prop_num_blades
bbound = Lek(l)-(nk(nbl)-1)/(2*prop_num_blades)+1
fbound = Lek(l)+(nk(nbl)-1)/(2*prop_num_blades)
if (bbound < 0) then
bdel = bbound
bbound = nk(nbl)+bdel-1
end if
if (bbound > fbound) then
do j=2,nj(nbl)
do k=bbound,nk(nbl)
do i=2,ni(nbl)
! changed index from 01 to 10
jpa=index_10(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpa1=index_01(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpae=index_01(i,j-1,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
ru=((y(jpa1))**2.0d0+(z(jpa1))**2.0d0)**0.5d0
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rl=((y(jpae))**2.0d0+(z(jpae))**2.0d0)**0.5d0
! Define axial, "thrust" force per unit BLADE volume, per unit span
!
if (k .EQ. Lek(l)) then
ubfx(jpa)=ulift(l,j)*SIN(-1.0d0*stagger(j)*pi/180.0d0) &
/((ni(nbl)-1)*(nk(nbl)-1)/prop_num_blades)*(ru-rl)
!
else
!
ubfx(jpa) = 0.0d0
!
end if
! Define rotational force per unit BLADE volume, per unit span
if (i .EQ. qci) then !location of 1/4 chord
frot=ulift(l,j)*COS(-1.0d0*stagger(j)*pi/180.0d0) &
/((nk(nbl)-1)/prop_num_blades)*(ru-rl)
else
frot = 0.0d0
end if
! Determine Y and Z components of rotational force per unit BLADE
volume
jpab1=index_01(i,j,Lek(l),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpabe=index_01(i,j-1,Lek(l),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpaqc=index_01(qci,j,Lek(l),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpaqc1=index_01(qci,j-1,Lek(l),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpav=index_11(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
qc_ang=DATAN2(((z(jpaqc)+z(jpaqc1))/2),
((y(jpaqc)+y(jpaqc1))/2))
cell_ang=DATAN2(((z(jpae)+z(jpa1))/2),
((y(jpae)+y(jpa1))/2))
bl_ang=DATAN2(((z(jpabe)+z(jpab1))/2),
((y(jpabe)+y(jpab1))/2))
distf=(COS(cell_ang-qc_ang))**15.0d0/0.29
ubfx(jpa)=ubfx(jpa)*distf
ubfy(jpa)=frot*SIN(qc_ang)*distf
ubfz(jpa)=-1.0d0*frot*COS(qc_ang)*distf
!
bfx(jpa) = sbfx(jpa)+ubfx(jpa)/vol(jpav)
!
bfy(jpa) = tbfy(jpa)+ubfy(jpa)/vol(jpav)
!
bfz(jpa) = tbfz(jpa)+ubfz(jpa)/vol(jpav)
! an integrated body-force over a sector (120 degrees, here)
end do
end do
end do
do j=2,nj(nbl)
do k=2,fbound
do i=2,ni(nbl)
jpa=index_10(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpa1=index_01(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpae=index_01(i,j-1,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
ru=((y(jpa1))**2.0+(z(jpa1))**2.0)**0.5d0
rl=((y(jpae))**2.0+(z(jpae))**2.0)**0.5d0
! Define axial, "thrust" force per unit BLADE volume, per unit span
!
if (k .EQ. Lek(l)) then
ubfx(jpa)=ulift(l,j)*SIN(-1.0d0*stagger(j)*pi/180.0d0) &
/((ni(nbl)-1)*(nk(nbl)-1)/prop_num_blades)*(ru-rl)
!
else
!
ubfx(jpa) = 0.0d0
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!
end if
! Define rotational force per unit BLADE volume, per unit span
if (i .EQ. qci) then !location of 1/4 chord
frot=ulift(l,j)*COS(-1.0d0*stagger(j)*pi/180.0d0) &
/((nk(nbl)-1)/prop_num_blades)*(ru-rl)
else
frot = 0.0d0
end if
! Determine Y and Z components of rotational force per unit BLADE
volume
jpab1=index_01(i,j,Lek(l),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpabe=index_01(i,j-1,Lek(l),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpaqc=index_01(qci,j,Lek(l),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpaqc1=index_01(qci,j-1,Lek(l),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpav=index_11(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
qc_ang=DATAN2(((z(jpaqc)+z(jpaqc1))/2),
(y(jpaqc)+y(jpaqc1))/2))
cell_ang=DATAN2(((z(jpae)+z(jpa1))/2),
((y(jpae)+y(jpa1))/2))
bl_ang=DATAN2(((z(jpabe)+z(jpab1))/2),
((y(jpabe)+y(jpab1))/2))
distf=(COS(cell_ang-qc_ang))**15.0d0/0.29
ubfx(jpa)=ubfx(jpa)*distf
ubfy(jpa)=frot*SIN(qc_ang)*distf
ubfz(jpa)=-1.0d0*frot*COS(qc_ang)*distf
!
bfx(jpa) = sbfx(jpa)+ubfx(jpa)/vol(jpav)
!
bfy(jpa) = tbfy(jpa)+ubfy(jpa)/vol(jpav)
!
bfz(jpa) = tbfz(jpa)+ubfz(jpa)/vol(jpav)
end do
end do
end do
if (bbound < fbound) then
j=2,nj(nbl)
k=bbound,fbound
i=2,ni(nbl)
jpa=index_10(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpa1=index_01(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpae=index_01(i,j-1,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
ru=((y(jpa1))**2.0+(z(jpa1))**2.0)**0.5d0
rl=((y(jpae))**2.0+(z(jpae))**2.0)**0.5d0
! Define axial, "thrust" force per unit BLADE volume, per unit span
!
if (k .EQ. Lek(l)) then
ubfx(jpa)=ulift(l,j)*SIN(-1.0d0*stagger(j)*pi/180.0d0) &
/((ni(nbl)-1)*(nk(nbl)-1)/prop_num_blades)*(ru-rl)
!
else
!
ubfx(jpa) = 0.0d0
!
end if
! Define rotational force per unit BLADE volume, per unit span
if (i .EQ. qci) then !location of 1/4 chord
frot=ulift(l,j)*COS(-1.0d0*stagger(j)*pi/180.0d0) &
/((nk(nbl)-1)/prop_num_blades)*(ru-rl)
else
frot = 0.0d0
end if
else
do
do
do
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! Determine Y and Z components of rotational force per unit BLADE
volume
jpab1=index_01(i,j,Lek(l),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpabe=index_01(i,j-1,Lek(l),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpaqc=index_01(qci,j,Lek(l),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpaqc1=index_01(qci,j-1,Lek(l),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpav=index_11(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
qc_ang=DATAN2(((z(jpaqc)+z(jpaqc1))/2),
((y(jpaqc)+y(jpaqc1))/2))
cell_ang=DATAN2(((z(jpae)+z(jpa1))/2),
((y(jpae)+y(jpa1))/2))
bl_ang=DATAN2(((z(jpabe)+z(jpab1))/2),
((y(jpabe)+y(jpab1))/2))
distf=(COS(cell_ang-qc_ang))**15.0d0/0.29
ubfx(jpa)=ubfx(jpa)*distf
ubfy(jpa)=frot*SIN(qc_ang)*distf
ubfz(jpa)=-1.0d0*frot*COS(qc_ang)*distf
!
bfx(jpa) = sbfx(jpa)+ubfx(jpa)/vol(jpav)
!
bfy(jpa) = tbfy(jpa)+ubfy(jpa)/vol(jpav)
!
bfz(jpa) = tbfz(jpa)+ubfz(jpa)/vol(jpav)
end do
end do
end do
end if
end do !prop_num_blades
do k=2,nk(nbl)
do j=2,nj(nbl)
do i=2,ni(nbl)
jpa = index_10(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpav= index_11(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
bfx(jpa) = sbfx(jpa)+ubfx(jpa)/vol(jpav)
bfy(jpa) = tbfy(jpa)+ubfy(jpa)/vol(jpav)
bfz(jpa) = tbfz(jpa)+ubfz(jpa)/vol(jpav)
end do
end do
end do
!
bfx = bfx/frcvol
!
bfy = bfy/frcvol
!
bfz = bfz/frcvol
end if ! nphy > 90
s = s_new
gust = gust_new
Xg = Xnew
Yg = Ynew
Zg = Znew
told = time
end if !nbl > 0
if (nbl > 0) then
open(io_temp,file="DN_FILES/gust.dat",position='append')
i = 1
do j = 1,SIZE(rLE)
write(io_temp,12)time,gust_new(i,j),gust_new(i+1,j),
gust_new(i+2,j),V_relr(i,j),V_relr(i+1,j),V_relr(i+2,j)
12
format(7F14.7)
end do
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13

close(io_temp)
open(io_temp,file="DN_FILES/lift.dat",position='append')
i = 1
do j = 1,SIZE(rLE)
write(io_temp,13)time,rLE(j),ulift(i,j),
ulift(i+1,j),ulift(i+2,j)
format(5F14.7)
end do
close(io_temp)

end if
call flushx(6)
return
end subroutine prop_ur
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! =======================================================
subroutine get_vLE(block,numblad,Lei,Lek,Lu,Lv,Lw)
! =======================================================
use DecompModule, only: glob_to_loc
use GridDimensions,only: ni,nj,nk
use PointerArrays, only: index_02
use FlowVariables, only: u,v,w
implicit none
include "mpif.h"
integer :: jpa,j,k,nbl
integer,intent(in) :: block,numblad,Lei
integer,intent(in) :: Lek(:)
double precision,intent(out) :: Lu(:,:),Lv(:,:),Lw(:,:)
nbl = glob_to_loc(block)
do k = 1,numblad
do j = 1,(nj(nbl))
jpa = index_02(Lei,j,Lek(k),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
Lu(k,j) = (u(jpa))
Lv(k,j) = (v(jpa))
Lw(k,j) = (w(jpa))
end do
end do
return
end subroutine get_vLE
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! ======================================================
subroutine r_force_volume(frcvol,frcvolrr,block,rLE)
! ======================================================
! Compute the total volume of the blocks associated with
! a group of blocks
! NOTE! This is something that could be done once and
! stored as a property of the fin/prop
! Originally written by DAB and JJD for propulsor module...
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! MODIFIED by JJK 8/17/08 for propulsor unsteady response subroutine
prop_ur
! to calculate radial distribution of volume. Array frcvolrr defined.
! DO LOOP order alterred so that radial distribution is calculated,
! assuming j-direction is radially outward.
use DecompModule ,only: glob_to_loc
use DecompModule ,only: cfd_comm_world
use GridDimensions,only: ni,nj,nk
use Metrics
,only: vol
use PointerArrays ,only: index_11,index_01
use RAINSModule
,only: icon
use GridPoints
,only: x,y,z
implicit none
include "mpif.h" !MPI not used, included as "boiler-plate"
! Note Passed Block is Global Block Number
double precision,intent(out) :: frcvol
!
integer,intent(in) :: num_blocks
integer,intent(in) :: block
integer :: ierr,n,nbl,i,j,k,jpa,jpa1
double precision,allocatable,intent(out) :: frcvolrr(:),rLE(:)
continue
frcvol = 0.0d0
!
do n = 1,num_blocks
nbl = glob_to_loc(block)
allocate(frcvolrr(nj(nbl)))
allocate(rLE(nj(nbl)))
if (nbl > 0) then
do j=2,nj(nbl)
! assumes j is
radial outward
frcvolrr(j) = 0.0d0
rLE(j) = 0.0d0
do k=2,nk(nbl)
do i=2,ni(nbl)
jpa = index_11(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
frcvol = frcvol + vol(jpa)! running tally, total volume for
block(s)
frcvolrr(j) = frcvolrr(j) + vol(jpa)! radial distribution of
volume for block(s)
if ((i .EQ. 2) .AND. (k .EQ. 2)) then
! calculate LE
radius of volume
jpa = index_01(i,j,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpa1 = index_01(i,j-1,k,nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
rLE(j) = (((y(jpa))**2.0+(z(jpa))**2.0)**0.5d0 + &
((y(jpa1))**2.0+(z(jpa1))**2.0)**0.5d0)/2.0
end if
end do
end do
end do
end if
return
end subroutine r_force_volume
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! ================================================================
subroutine get_rel_V(rgrid,rel_Vav_r)
! ================================================================
! This routine used for testing only
implicit none
include "mpif.h" !MPI not used, included as "boiler-plate"
integer :: i,j
double precision :: mult
double precision, dimension(101) :: rel_V_ref,propr
double precision, allocatable :: rel_Vav_r(:)
double precision, allocatable,intent(in) :: rgrid(:)
DATA rel_V_ref
/1.03633d0,1.09389d0,1.15145d0,1.19572d0,1.24248d0,1.27575d0,1.30297d0,
&1.32768d0,1.35065d0,1.37396d0,1.39775d0,1.42165d0,1.44548d0,1.46989d0,
1.49407d0,&1.51922d0,1.54353d0,1.56849d0,1.59302d0,1.61789d0,1.64263d0,
1.66695d0,1.69237d0,&1.71645d0,1.74256d0,1.76875d0,1.79568d0,1.8223d0,1
.85004d0,1.87771d0,1.90553d0,&1.93268d0,1.96074d0,1.98829d0,2.01589d0,2
.04345d0,2.07099d0,2.09855d0,2.12575d0,&2.15334d0,2.18091d0,2.20819d0,2
.23562d0,2.26324d0,2.29109d0,2.31892d0,2.34651d0,&2.37439d0,2.40261d0,2
.43033d0,2.45834d0,2.48676d0,2.51513d0,2.54323d0,2.57179d0,&2.60018d0,2
.62846d0,2.65703d0,2.68552d0,2.71404d0,2.74273d0,2.77138d0,2.80011d0, &
2.82869d0,2.85747d0,2.88624d0,2.91459d0,2.9432d0,2.97154d0,2.9999d0,3.0
283d0,3.05644d0,&3.08444d0,3.113d0,3.14107d0,3.16962d0,3.19825d0,3.2270
3d0,3.25616d0,3.2855d0,3.31505d0,&3.34499d0,3.3746d0,3.40449d0,3.43417d
0,3.464d0,3.49333d0,3.52313d0,3.55221d0,3.58222d0,&3.61122d0,3.6406d0,3
.66988d0,3.69866d0,3.72758d0,3.75651d0,3.78498d0,3.81277d0,&3.83911d0,3
.86468d0,3.90174d0/
!

ALLOCATE(rel_Vav_r(SIZE(rgrid)))

do i=1,101
propr(i) = (i-1)*0.004d0+0.1d0
end do
do i=1,(SIZE(rgrid))
do j=1,(SIZE(rel_V_ref))
if ((rgrid(i).GE.propr(j)).AND.(rgrid(i).LT.propr(j+1)))then
mult = ((rgrid(i)-propr(j))/(propr(j+1)-propr(j)))
rel_Vav_r(i)=(rel_V_ref(j+1)-rel_V_ref(j))*mult+rel_V_ref(j)
EXIT
end if
rel_Vav_r(i)=rel_V_ref(j+1)
end do
end do
return
end subroutine get_rel_V
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! ==========================================================
subroutine
calc_rel_V(rgrid,V_relr,drot,ule,vle,wle,ute,vte,wte,Leb,nbl,floang)
! ==========================================================
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use
use
use
use
use
use
use

DecompModule ,only:
DecompModule ,only:
GridDimensions,only:
Metrics
,only:
PointerArrays ,only:
RAINSModule
,only:
GridPoints
,only:

glob_to_loc
cfd_comm_world
ni,nj,nk
vol
index_11,index_01
icon
x,y,z

implicit none
include "mpif.h"
integer :: i,j,nbl,jpa1,jpae
integer,intent(in) :: Leb(3)
double precision, intent(in) :: drot
double precision :: vrot,vtan_le,vtan_te,vrad_le,vrad_te,vm_le,vm_te
double precision :: vrel_le,vrel_te,cell_ang
double precision, allocatable, intent(inout):: V_relr(:,:),floang(:,:)
double precision, allocatable, intent(in) :: rgrid(:)
double precision, allocatable, intent(in) :: ule(:,:),vle(:,:),wle(:,:)
double precision, allocatable, intent(in) :: ute(:,:),vte(:,:),wte(:,:)
!

write(*,*) "entering calc_rel_V"

do i=1,(SIZE(ule,1))
do j=2,(SIZE(rgrid))
vrot = drot*rgrid(j)
!
write(*,*) "calc vrot"
jpa1=index_01(2,j,Leb(i),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpae=index_01(2,j-1,Leb(i),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
!
write(*,*) "jpa indexes assigned"
cell_ang=DATAN2(((z(jpae)+z(jpa1))/2),((y(jpae)+y(jpa1))/2))
!
write(*,*) "cell angle assigned"
vrad_le = vle(i,j)*COS(cell_ang)+wle(i,j)*SIN(cell_ang)
vtan_le = -vle(i,j)*SIN(cell_ang)+wle(i,j)*COS(cell_ang)
vm_le = (ule(i,j)**2+vrad_le**2)**0.5
vrel_le = (vm_le**2+(vrot-vtan_le)**2)**0.5
!
write(*,*) "calc vr, vt, vm, vrel"
jpa1=index_01(ni(nbl),j,Leb(i),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
jpae=index_01(ni(nbl),j-1,Leb(i),nbl,ni(nbl),nj(nbl))
cell_ang=DATAN2(((z(jpae)+z(jpa1))/2),((y(jpae)+y(jpa1))/2))
vrad_te = vte(i,j)*COS(cell_ang)+wte(i,j)*SIN(cell_ang)
vtan_te = -vte(i,j)*SIN(cell_ang)+wte(i,j)*COS(cell_ang)
vm_te = (ute(i,j)**2+vrad_te**2)**0.5
vrel_te = (vm_te**2+(vrot-vtan_te)**2)**0.5
V_relr(i,j) = (vrel_le+vrel_te)/2.0d0
! floang is the angle of the relative flow referenced to the axial
direction
! assuming reverse flow conditions do not exist, floang should be a
positive "+" quantity
floang(i,j) = ACOS(ule(i,j)/V_relr(i,j))
end do
end do
end subroutine calc_rel_V
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! ==========================================================
subroutine get_prop_data(rgrid,chordgrid,staggergrid)
! ==========================================================
! P4119 section properties hard-coded here
implicit none
include "mpif.h" !MPI not used, included as "boiler-plate"
integer :: i,j
double precision :: mult
double precision, dimension(101) :: propr,chord_ref,stagger_ref
double precision, allocatable :: chordgrid(:),staggergrid(:)
double precision, allocatable, intent(in) :: rgrid(:)
DATA chord_ref /0.320d0,0.323234d0,0.326518d0,0.329835d0,0.333178d0,&
0.336552d0,0.339951d0,0.343371d0,0.346814d0,0.35028d0,0.353752d0,0.3572
27d0,&0.360725d0,0.364186d0,0.367667d0,0.371131d0,0.374602d0,0.378038d0
,0.381511d0,&0.384876d0,0.388263d0,0.391621d0,0.394935d0,0.398031d0,0.4
01432d0,0.404623d0,&0.407855d0,0.410859d0,0.413788d0,0.416755d0,0.41975
8d0,0.422464d0,0.425154d0,&0.427875d0,0.430605d0,0.433013d0,0.435449d0,
0.437912d0,0.440292d0,0.44242d0,&0.444573d0,0.446749d0,0.448717d0,0.450
522d0,0.452347d0,0.454193d0,0.455648d0,&0.457067d0,0.458504d0,0.459812d
0,0.460766d0,0.461736d0,0.462722d0,0.463302d0,&0.463773d0,0.464257d0,0.
464549d0,0.464494d0,0.464451d0,0.464382d0,0.463776d0,&0.463181d0,0.4625
97d0,0.46149d0,0.460322d0,0.459163d0,0.45751d0,0.45576d0,&0.454018d0,0.
45174d0,0.449406d0,0.447023d0,0.444097d0,0.441177d0,0.438009d0,&0.43449
2d0,0.430982d0,0.426905d0,0.422747d0,0.418241d0,0.413314d0,0.408224d0,&
0.402389d0,0.396483d0,0.389577d0,0.382518d0,0.374376d0,0.364894d0,0.356
097d0,&0.345775d0,0.334045d0,0.321063d0,0.30672d0,0.290732d0,0.272612d0
,0.252175d0,&0.228533d0,0.200543d0,0.166103d0,0.118962d0,0.000000d0/
DATA stagger_ref /-29.6232d0,-30.4819d0,-31.4491d0,-32.3963d0,33.3234d0,&-34.2312d0,-35.1201d0,-35.99d0,-36.8415d0,-37.6751d0,38.4907d0,-39.2884d0,&-40.0693d0,-40.8322d0,-41.5792d0,-42.3096d0,43.0246d0,-43.7232d0,-44.4085d0,&-45.0757d0,-45.7299d0,-46.3701d0,46.9957d0,-47.6978d0,-48.2063d0,-48.7927d0,&-49.3698d0,-49.9274d0,50.4727d0,-51.0102d0,-51.5401d0,-52.0484d0,-52.5482d0,&-53.0416d0,53.5277d0,-53.9919d0,-54.4509d0,-54.9047d0,-55.3484d0,-55.775d0,&56.1974d0,-56.6158d0,-57.0201d0,-57.4131d0,-57.8029d0,-58.1896d0,58.5571d0,&-58.9202d0,-59.281d0,-59.6343d0,-59.9724d0,-60.3091d0,60.6443d0,-60.9637d0,&-61.2782d0,-61.5919d0,-61.8981d0,-62.1921d0,62.486d0,-62.7789d0,-63.0544d0,&-63.3305d0,-63.6074d0,-63.8686d0,64.129d0,-64.3906d0,-64.6383d0,-64.8846d0,&-65.1327d0,-65.3662d0,65.6001d0,-65.8346d0,-66.055d0,-66.2782d0,-66.4967d0,&-66.7076d0,66.9221d0,-67.1242d0,-67.3278d0,-67.5273d0,-67.7214d0,-67.9169d0,&68.103d0,-68.2934d0,-68.4737d0,-68.6584d0,-68.8352d0,-69.0283d0,69.1928d0,&-69.3623d0,-69.5319d0,-69.7d0,-69.8656d0,-70.0284d0,70.191d0,-70.3435d0,&-70.4956d0,-70.6442d0,-70.7889d0,-70.9246d0,71.1099d0/
do i=1,101
propr(i) = (i-1)*0.004d0+0.1d0
end do
do i=1,(SIZE(rgrid))
do j=1,(SIZE(chord_ref))
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if ((rgrid(i).GE.propr(j)) .AND. (rgrid(i).LT.propr(j+1))) then
mult = ((rgrid(i)-propr(j))/(propr(j+1)-propr(j)))
chordgrid(i)=(chord_ref(j+1)chord_ref(j))*mult+chord_ref(j)
staggergrid(i)=(stagger_ref(j+1)stagger_ref(j))*mult+stagger_ref(j)
EXIT
end if
chordgrid(i)=chord_ref(j+1)
staggergrid(i)=stagger_ref(j+1)
end do
end do
return
end subroutine get_prop_data
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!==================================================================
subroutine
get_red_time(ds,t,tp,nphys,s_in,s_out,vrel,chordr,floang,staggergrid)
!==================================================================
use RAINSModule, only: dtphys
implicit none
include "mpif.h" !MPI not used, included as "boiler-plate"
integer :: i,j,nphys
double precision :: pi
double precision, allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: bldang
double precision, intent(in) :: t,tp
double precision, intent(in) :: chordr(:),staggergrid(:)
double precision, intent(in) :: vrel(:,:),s_in(:,:),floang(:,:)
double precision, intent(out) :: ds(:,:),s_out(:,:)
pi=ACOS(-1.0d0)
!
allocate(ds(SIZE(vrel)))
allocate(bldang(SIZE(vrel,1),SIZE(vrel,2)))
!
write(*,*) "enter get_red_time"
do j=1,SIZE(vrel,1)
do i=1,SIZE(vrel,2)
! bldang is the angle of the flow relative to the blade
! "+" bldang indicates positive incidence relative to the blade leading
edge
bldang(j,i) = floang(j,i)+staggergrid(i)*pi/180.0d0
s_out(j,i) = 2.0d0*t*vrel(j,i)*COS(bldang(j,i))/chordr(i)
!
ds(j,i)= s_out(j,i)-s_in(j,i)
! average ds from Van der Wall
if (nphys .EQ. 1) then
ds(j,i)=s_out(j,i)
else
!
ds(j,i)=(s_out(j,i)/t + s_in(j,i)/tp)/2*(t-tp)
ds(j,i)=s_out(j,i)/t*(t-tp)
end if
end do
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end do
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
return

write(*,*)"t,tp,nphys"
write(*,*) t,tp,nphys
write(*,*)"ds(1,j),ds(2,j),ds(3,j)"
write(*,*)"bldang(1,j),bldang(2,j),bldang(3,j)"
write(*,*)"floang(1,2,3,j)"
write(*,*)"staggergrid(i)"
do i=1,SIZE(vrel,2)
write(*,*) ds(1,i),ds(2,i),ds(3,i)
write(*,*) bldang(1,i),bldang(2,i),bldang(3,i)
write(*,*) floang(1,i),floang(2,i),floang(3,i)
write(*,*) staggergrid(i)
end do

end subroutine get_red_time
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!=================================================================
subroutine
calc_gust(r,drot,umean,Lu,vrel,vreli,stagger,gust,gust_new,dgust)
!=================================================================
implicit none
include "mpif.h" !MPI not used, included as "boiler-plate"
integer :: i,j
double precision :: pi
double precision,allocatable
double precision,intent(in)
double precision,intent(in)
double precision,intent(in)
double precision,intent(out)
double precision,intent(out)

::
::
::
::
::
::

udev(:)
drot
r(:),stagger(:),umean(:)
Lu(:,:),gust(:,:),vrel(:,:)
gust_new(:,:),dgust(:,:)
vreli(:,:)

ALLOCATE(udev(SIZE(umean)))
pi = ACOS(-1.0d0)
do j=1,SIZE(Lu,1)
do i=2,SIZE(r)
udev(i)=umean(i)-Lu(j,i) !"positive" gust is low velocity relative
to mean
!
vrot = sqrt(Lv(j,i)**2+Lw(j,i)**2)
vreli(j,i)=(Lu(j,i)**2+(r(i)*drot)**2)**0.5d0 !instantaneous
relative velocity
!
floang = ACOS(Lu(j,i)/vreli(j,i))
!
bldang = floang+stagger(i)*pi/180.0d0
gust_new(j,i)=udev(i)*SIN(ABS(stagger(i))*pi/180.0d0)/vrel(j,i) !
gust defined in terms of deviation from time/circumferential average
dgust(j,i) = gust_new(j,i)-gust(j,i)
end do
end do
return
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end subroutine calc_gust
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!======================================================================
subroutine
calc_gust_eff(r,ds,dg,gust_new,Xg,Yg,Zg,Xnew,Ynew,Znew,gust_eff)
!======================================================================
implicit none
include "mpif.h" !MPI not used, included as "boiler-plate"
integer :: i,j,k
double precision :: pi,Ckr,A1kr,A2kr,A3kr,b1kr,b2kr,b3kr
double precision, intent(in) :: r(:),ds(:,:),dg(:,:),gust_new(:,:)
double precision, intent(in) :: Xg(:,:),Yg(:,:),Zg(:,:)
double precision, intent(out) :: gust_eff(:,:)
double precision, intent(out) :: Xnew(:,:),Ynew(:,:),Znew(:,:)
double precision, dimension(18) :: Cku,A1ku,A2ku,A3ku,b1ku,b2ku,b3ku
double precision, dimension(18) :: Rref,pislope
DATA pislope /2.119d0,1.975d0,1.696d0,1.395d0,1.248d0,1.210d0,1.096d0,&
1.040d0,1.008d0,0.973d0,0.913d0,0.843d0,0.789d0,0.748d0,&
0.741d0,0.669d0,0.606d0,0.655d0/
DATA Rref
/0.1131d0,0.1263d0,0.1411d0,0.1568d0,0.1700d0,0.1856d0,0.2040d0,&
0.2253d0,0.2496d0,0.2767d0,0.3061d0,0.3372d0,0.3683d0,0.3976d0,&
0.4235d0,0.4530d0,0.4786d0,0.5000d0/
DATA Cku /1.934305563,1.897607007,1.975827987,1.800171413,1.948784814,&
1.952160151,1.931479184,1.864984393,1.894438042,1.963024157,&
1.948983963,1.958574483,1.940047132,1.921142558,1.926761407,&
1.774006165,1.750354224,1.789998368/
DATA A1ku
/0.350427562,0.377496978,0.361201883,0.388686253,0.348011278,&
0.434068785,0.358791524,0.398341049,0.355185635,0.37477099,&
0.353410492,0.370877519,0.367693648,0.099068227,0.257231424,&
0.467493589,0.350616919,0.348217589/
DATA A2ku
/395.6549211,90.25615872,516.7191569,69.48820954,265.9143488,&
1112.318412,400.6258833,109.6951654,263.7800926,1230.197345,&
180.1303304,699.1822814,1046.740807,1.563105141,0.095462001,&
194.3686134,65.27452765,45.10554892/
DATA A3ku /-394.0710431,-88.73604869,-515.1045308,-68.07672438,264.3135753,&-1110.80032,-399.0531957,-108.2285221,-262.2408402,1228.609091,&-178.5347569,-697.5945845,1045.168453,0.25896919,
1.574067981,&-193.0621008,-63.87479034,-43.66376814/
DATA b1ku /44.76267396,39.45329603,40.40767855,42.0137824,45.79462041,&
28.44387121,43.52619996,41.12072769,42.08429121,35.60890402,&
46.1391188,38.33441656,39.63875943,498.8241643,28.90527415,&
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40.7549243,32.62745076,39.93914383/
DATA b2ku /1.972061448,2.493859508,1.780913813,3.00729139,2.084158226,&
2.553172755,2.029074802,2.747745981,1.730006028,1.611894321,&
1.659701858,1.853416516,1.960720674,1.72153892,532.3679143,&
3.554371575,2.716319101,2.627545414/
DATA b3ku
/1.973147538,2.509273898,1.781384663,3.037538501,2.086633751,&
2.554846983,2.030515464,2.76503726,1.729967888,1.611898044,&
1.659676071,1.853966085,1.961210317,27.52142802,1.726101069,&
3.572697298,2.732970706,2.65269512/
pi = ACOS(-1.0d0)
do j=1,SIZE(gust_new,1)
do i=1,SIZE(gust_new,2)
if (r(i) .LE. Rref(1)) then
Ckr=Cku(1)/pislope(1)/pi
A1kr=A1ku(1)/pislope(1)/pi
A2kr=A2ku(1)/pislope(1)/pi
A3kr=A3ku(1)/pislope(1)/pi
b1kr=b1ku(1)
b2kr=b2ku(1)
b3kr=b3ku(1)
else if (r(i) .EQ. Rref(18)) then
Ckr=Cku(18)/pislope(18)/pi
A1kr=A1ku(18)/pislope(18)/pi
A2kr=A2ku(18)/pislope(18)/pi
A3kr=A3ku(18)/pislope(18)/pi
b1kr=b1ku(18)
b2kr=b2ku(18)
b3kr=b3ku(18)
else
do k=2,SIZE(Rref)
if ((r(i) .GT. Rref(k-1)) .AND. (r(i) .LE. Rref(k))) then
Ckr=Cku(k)/pislope(k)/pi
A1kr=A1ku(k)/pislope(k)/pi
A2kr=A2ku(k)/pislope(k)/pi
A3kr=A3ku(k)/pislope(k)/pi
b1kr=b1ku(k)
b2kr=b2ku(k)
b3kr=b3ku(k)
end if
end do
end if
Xnew(j,i) = Xg(j,i)*EXP(-b1kr*ds(j,i))+A1kr/6.0d0*dg(j,i)* &
(1.0d0+4.0d0*EXP(-b1kr*ds(j,i)/2.0d0)+EXP(-b1kr*ds(j,i)))
Ynew(j,i) = Yg(j,i)*EXP(-b2kr*ds(j,i))+A2kr/6.0d0*dg(j,i)* &
(1.0d0+4.0d0*EXP(-b2kr*ds(j,i)/2.0d0)+EXP(-b2kr*ds(j,i)))
Znew(j,i) = Zg(j,i)*EXP(-b3kr*ds(j,i))+A3kr/6.0d0*dg(j,i)* &
(1.0d0+4.0d0*EXP(-b3kr*ds(j,i)/2.0d0)+EXP(-b3kr*ds(j,i)))
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gust_eff(j,i)=gust_new(j,i)*Ckr-Xnew(j,i)-Ynew(j,i)-Znew(j,i)
end do
end do
return
end subroutine calc_gust_eff
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!======================================================================
subroutine calc_lift(r,vrel,chord,gust_eff,ul)
!======================================================================
implicit none
include "mpif.h" !MPI not used, included as "boiler-plate"
integer :: i,j,k
double precision :: k_lift,pi,piloc
double precision, intent(in) :: gust_eff(:,:),vrel(:,:)
double precision, intent(in) :: r(:),chord(:)
double precision, intent(out) :: ul(:,:)
double precision, dimension(18) :: pislope,Rref
DATA pislope /2.119d0,1.975d0,1.696d0,1.395d0,1.248d0,1.210d0,1.096d0,&
1.040d0,1.008d0,0.973d0,0.913d0,0.843d0,0.789d0,0.748d0,&
0.741d0,0.669d0,0.606d0,0.655d0/
DATA Rref /0.1131d0,0.1263d0,0.1411d0,0.1568d0,0.1700d0,0.1856d0,
0.2040d0,&0.2253d0,0.2496d0,0.2767d0,0.3061d0,0.3372d0,0.3683d0,0.3976d
0,&0.4235d0,0.4530d0,0.4786d0,0.5000d0/
pi = ACOS(-1.0d0)
k_lift = 0.9072d0
! lift-curve slope correction, consistent with UFAM
! klift retained here for reference, but not used
do j=1,SIZE(gust_eff,1)
do i=1,SIZE(gust_eff,2)
if (r(i) .LE. Rref(1)) then
piloc=pislope(1)
else if (r(i) .EQ. Rref(18)) then
piloc=pislope(18)
else
do k=2,SIZE(Rref)
if ((r(i) .GT. Rref(k-1)) .AND. (r(i) .LE. Rref(k))) then
piloc=pislope(k)
end if
end do
end if
ul(j,i)=pi*piloc/2.0d0*gust_eff(j,i)*chord(i)*vrel(j,i)**2
end do
end do
write(*,*) "ulift(1,j), ulift(2,j), ulift(3,j)"
do j=1,(SIZE(ul,2))
write(*,*) ul(1,j),ul(2,j),ul(3,j)
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end do
return
end subroutine calc_lift
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
end module propulsor_mod
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Appendix B: MATLAB Script cfd_opt_shear
function [ahat,s,cfy] = cfd_opt_shear(data,perr,iahat);
% returns coefficients for exponential approximation of inidicial lift
% functions using CFD input. Sheared flow operation. Results normalized
by terminal simulation lift.
Lref = 0.4309;
start=13; %starting index for CFD data extraction... set just after
end of impulse/apparent mass lift peak
chord=[0.32533;0.32719;0.34315;0.37527;0.38716;0.37058;0.39593;0.41619;
...0.43220;0.44657;0.46174;0.46582;0.46085;0.44479;0.40515;0.38521;0.31
457...;0.18058]; %hard-coded root to tip
span=[0.0130976;0.0131666;0.0148448;0.0157114;0.01316;0.0156349;0.01838
21...;0.021322;0.024278;0.027053;0.029473;0.03104;0.031114;0.029333;0.0
25872...;0.029488;0.025632;0.021398]; %hard-coded root to tip
cfysort=[89;71;53;35;323;305;287;269;251;233;215;197;179;161;143;125;..
.107;341]; %hard-coded
termL=[0.683158098;0.627290575;0.546944388;0.452333848;0.409542557;...
0.393315387;0.338181717;0.295093261;0.26091183;0.233351089;0.208176415.
..0.187989066;0.169420882;0.15348486;0.14430964;0.121930862;0.101937959
;...0.09060698]; % hard-coded
vshear=[0.401;0.422;0.445;0.472;0.497;0.524;0.556;0.594;0.640;0.693;...
0.753;0.820;0.889;0.957;1.019;1.082;1.143;1.196]; % hard-coded
lb = 0; %lower bound reduced time
ub = 2; %upper bound reduced time
%hard-coded, section terminal lift at alpha = 1.718358 root to tip
for i=1:size(chord);
s(:,i)=(data(start:size(data,1),2)data(start,2)).*2.*Lref./chord(i)...
.*vshear(i);
cfy(:,i)=data(start:size(data,1),cfysort(i)).*2.*Lref.^2./chord(i)...
./span(i)./(vshear(i).^2)./termL(i);
options=optimset('MaxFunEvals',1e10,'MaxIter',1e10,'LargeScale','on');
ydata=cfy(:,i);
xdata=s(:,i);
predicted = @(a,xdata) a(1) - a(2).*exp(-a(3).*s(:,i))-a(4)...
.*exp(-a(5).*s(:,i))-a(6).*exp(-a(7).*s(:,i));
if exist('iahat');
a0=iahat(:,i);
else
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% the initial guess for coefficient values
a0=[0.8428;0.14838;33.9;0.6871;1.767;0.5;1.2];
end
[ahat(:,i),resnorm,residual,exitflag,output,lambda,jacobian]=...
lsqcurvefit(predicted,a0,xdata,ydata,lb,ub,options);
end
for i=1:3
figure;
for j=1:6;
index = ((i-1).*6+j);
simcl= ahat(1,index)-ahat(2,index).*exp(-ahat(3,index)...
.*s(:,index))-ahat(4,index).*exp(ahat(5,index).*s(:,index))...
-ahat(6,index).*exp(-ahat(7,index).*s(:,index));
sp(index) = sum(span(1:index))./0.4*100;
if (perr=='y'); %this plots function error
derr = (simcl-cfy(:,index))./cfy(:,index).*100;
subplot(2,3,j),plot(s(:,index),derr);
xlabel(' s, reduced time ');
ylabel(' % Error ');
title({' Approximate Function Error '['Section ending at...
',num2str(sp(index),'%3.1f'),'% span']});
grid on;
else % this plots indicial functions
subplot(2,3,j),plot(s(:,index),cfy(:,index));
hold on;
subplot(2,3,j),plot(s(:,index),simcl,'r');
xlabel(' s, reduced time ');
ylabel(' indicial Lift, C_N ');
title({' Indicial Lift '['Section ending at '
,num2str(sp(index),'%3.1f'),'% span']});
legend(' CFD ', ' Approximate ');
legend('Location','SouthEast');
grid on;
end
end
end
for j=1:size(s,2);
count(j)=0;
for i=1:size(s,1);
if (s(i,j) <= ub); %mod to constrain s to area of interest
count(j)=count(j)+1;
end
end
end
if exist('iahat');
display(' -- iahat used
end

--

');

